CALL TO ORDER

At 3:00 p.m., Deputy Speaker Loren Legarda called the session to order.

PRAYER AND NATIONAL ANTHEM

The Members observed a minute of silent prayer and thereafter sang the National Anthem.

DEFERMENT OF ROLL CALL AND APPROVAL OF JOURNAL

On successive motions of Rep. Juan Pablo “Rimpy” P. Bondoc, there being no objection, the Body deferred the calling of the Roll and the approval of the Journal of the previous session.

REFERENCE OF BUSINESS

Thereafter, on motion of Representative Bondoc, there being no objection, the Body proceeded to the Reference of Business.

Upon direction of the Chair, the Secretary General read on First Reading the titles of the following Bills and Resolutions, including the Message from the President, and Communications which were referred to the appropriate committees hereunder indicated:

BILLS ON FIRST READING

House Bill No. 3207, entitled:
“AN ACT MANDATING ALL TOLLWAY OPERATORS TO IMPLEMENT TAX HOLIDAYS FROM 10:00 PM OF DECEMBER 24 UNTIL 6:00 AM OF DECEMBER 25 AND 10:00 PM OF DECEMBER 31 UNTIL 6:00 AM OF JANUARY 1”
By Representative Olivarez
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

House Bill No. 3208, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING PUBLIC REHABILITATION AND TREATMENT CENTERS FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN EVERY CITY AND MUNICIPALITY”
By Representative Olivarez
TO THE COMMITTEE ON DANGEROUS DRUGS

House Bill No. 3209, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A BUREAU OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS TO ADMINISTER, SUPERVISE, AND REGULATE PRIVATE SCHOOLS OFFERING PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE COUNTRY, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Olivarez
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3210, entitled:
“AN ACT REQUIRING HOSPITALS, MEDICAL CLINICS, AND OTHER FACILITIES TO RELEASE A CADAVER IN THEIR POSSESSION WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR (24) HOURS FROM TIME OF DEATH TO THE FAMILY OR RELATIVES IN RECOGNITION OF RELIGIOUS PRACTICES AND TRADITIONS, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9439 ENTITLED “AN ACT PROHIBITING THE DETENTION OF PATIENTS IN HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CLINIC ON GROUNDS OF NONPAYMENT OF HOSPITAL BILLS OR MEDICAL EXPENSES”
By Representative Balindong
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3211, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING A TRANSITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM UNDER THE DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENSE, AND PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Lim
TO THE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL DEFENSE AND SECURITY
House Bill No. 3212, entitled:

“AN ACT ESTABLISHING AURORA MEMORIAL PROTECTED LANDSCAPE IN THE MUNICIPALITIES OF MARIA AURORA AND SAN LUIS ALL IN THE PROVINCE OF AURORA AND IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF BONGABON, NUEVA ECIJA AS A PROTECTED AREA, PROVIDING FOR ITS MANAGEMENT, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Angara
TO THE COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES

House Bill No. 3213, entitled:

“AN ACT TO DECLARE AUGUST OF EVERY YEAR AS NATIONAL FARMERS’ MONTH, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Dy (Faustino Michael)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3214, entitled:

“AN ACT CREATING THE DEPARTMENT OF DISASTER RESILIENCE, DEFINING ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”

By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON DISASTER MANAGEMENT

House Bill No. 3215, entitled:

“AN ACT REGULATING AND STANDARDIZING PARKING FEES OF MALLS, HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS, AND OTHER SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS THAT OFFER PAID PARKING SPACES”

By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND INDUSTRY

House Bill No. 3216, entitled:

“AN ACT ESTABLISHING SPECIAL HEALTH FACILITIES FOR OVERSEAS FILIPINO WORKERS (OFWs) AND THEIR DEPENDENTS TO BE KNOWN AS BAGONG BAYANING FILIPINO HOSPITAL, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representatives Villanueva (Eduardo) and Rivera
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3217, entitled:

“AN ACT PROVIDING FREE INSURANCE FOR COVERED APPLICANTS OF OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATES, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representatives Villanueva (Eduardo) and Rivera
TO THE COMMITTEE ON OVERSEAS WORKERS AFFAIRS

House Bill No. 3218, entitled:

“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR ADDITIONAL BENEFITS FOR ALL TEACHING PERSONNEL IN STATE UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES AND STATE-RUN TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representatives Villanueva (Eduardo) and Rivera
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

House Bill No. 3219, entitled:

“AN ACT PROVIDING PROTECTION TO FREELANCERS, PROVIDING PENALTIES THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representatives Villanueva (Eduardo) and Rivera
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

House Bill No. 3220, entitled:

“AN ACT REQUIRING THE IMPLEMENTATION BY BRAND OWNERS OF MANAGEMENT PLANS THAT PROVIDE REFUND VALUES FOR CERTAIN BEVERAGE CONTAINERS”

By Representatives Villanueva (Eduardo) and Rivera
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND INDUSTRY
House Bill No. 3221, entitled:
“AN ACT REQUIRING ALL PUBLIC UTILITY BUS OPERATORS/COMPANIES REGISTERED AND OPERATING IN OR ENGAGED IN BUSINESS IN THE PHILIPPINES AND GRANTED FRANCHISES THEREOF TO SECURE CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE APPROPRIATE STANDARDS SET BY THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION (ISO) FROM ACCREDITED CERTIFYING AGENCIES”
By Representative Erice
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

House Bill No. 3222, entitled:
“AN ACT DECLARING SAN ROQUE PARISH IN CALOOCAN CITY AS A NATIONAL LANDMARK AND SHRINE FOR HISTORY, FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE, CALLING FOR ITS PRESERVATION AND IMPROVEMENT, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Erice
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3223, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING THE COCONUT FARMERS AND INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT TRUST FUND AND PROVIDING FOR ITS MANAGEMENT AND UTILIZATION”
By Representative Noel
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3224, entitled:
“AN ACT CONVERTING THE DULAG SATELLITE CAMPUS OF THE EASTERN VISAYAS STATE UNIVERSITY (EVSU) LOCATED IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF DULAG, PROVINCE OF LEYTE, INTO A REGULAR CAMPUS, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9311, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representatives Noel and Javier
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

House Bill No. 3225, entitled:
“AN ACT CONVERTING THE KIPIT AGRO-FISHERY HIGH SCHOOL IN KIPIT, LABASON, ZAMBOANGA DEL NORTE INTO A STATE COLLEGE TO BE KNOWN AS THE MURCIELAGOS STATE COLLEGE (MSC) AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFORE AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Amatong
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3226, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING THE PALAWAN PROVINCIAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (TESDA) TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT CENTERS IN THE CITY OF PUERTO PRINCESA AND IN THE MUNICIPALITIES OF CORON, CUYO, ROXAS, SAN VICENTE, SOFRONIO ESPAÑOLA, AND QUEZON, PROVINCE OF PALAWAN, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representatives Acosta, Abueg-Zaldivar and Alvarez (Franz)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

House Bill No. 3227, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A LOCAL GOVERNMENT RESETTLEMENT PROGRAM THAT IMPLEMENTS AN ON-SITE, IN-CITY OR NEAR-CITY STRATEGY FOR INFORMAL SETTLER FAMILIES IN ACCORDANCE WITH A PEOPLE’S PLAN AND MANDATING THE RELOCATING LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT TO PROVIDE OTHER BASIC SERVICES AND LIVELIHOOD COMPONENTS IN FAVOR OF RECIPIENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7279, AS AMENDED, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE ‘URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING ACT OF 1992’”
By Representative Nieto
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

House Bill No. 3228, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING THE SCHOOL HEALTH AND SAFETY OFFICE IN EV-
ERY PUBLIC SCHOOL IN THE COUNTRY, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Nieto
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3229, entitled:
By Representative Nieto
TO THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON SENIOR CITIZENS

House Bill No. 3230, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTING THE CITIZEN SERVICE TRAINING COURSE, ESTABLISHING THE CITIZEN SERVICE CORPS, CREATING THE CITIZEN SERVICE MOBILIZATION COMMISSION, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Umali (Alfonso)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

House Bill No. 3231, entitled:
“AN ACT AMENDING SECTION 54, CHAPTER 8, SUBTITLE A, TITLE I, BOOK V, OF EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 292, ALSO KNOWN AS THE REVISED ADMINISTRATIVE CODE OF 1987, ADDING AS PROHIBITION OR DISQUALIFICATION FROM APPOINTMENT OR DESIGNATION IN ANY PUBLIC OFFICE THE CONVICTION OR SANCTION IN ANY COURT, TRIBUNAL OR BODY PENDING APPEAL OF CONVICTION WHERE THE PENALTY IMPOSED INCLUDES TEMPORARY OR PERPETUAL DISQUALIFICATION”
By Representative Sarmiento
TO THE COMMITTEE ON CIVIL SERVICE AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION

House Bill No. 3232, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL SCHOOL UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF TESDA IN THE CITY OF CALBAYOG, PROVINCE OF SAMAR, TO BE KNOWN AS THE CALBAYOG CITY TECHNICAL-VOCATIONAL SCHOOL, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Sarmiento
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

House Bill No. 3233, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTING THE MAGNA CARTA OF BENEFITS FOR THE OFFICERS AND PERSONNEL OF THE PHILIPPINE DRUG ENFORCEMENT AGENCY”
By Representative Sarmiento
TO THE COMMITTEE ON DANGEROUS DRUGS

House Bill No. 3234, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A MULTISPECIES MARINE HATCHERY IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF STA. MARGARITA, PROVINCE OF SAMAR AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Sarmiento
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AQUACULTURE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES

REMARKS OF THE CHAIR
At this point, Deputy Speaker Legarda requested everyone to observe silence whenever possible or keep the discussions on the floor discreet to maintain order while the session was ongoing.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE OF REPRESENTATIVE ATIENZA
Subsequently, Rep. Jose L. Atienza Jr. rose on a question of privilege and asked for the reason for dispensing the roll call which should have been taken up first in the agenda.

REMARKS OF THE CHAIR
Deputy Speaker Legarda explained that there was no objection to the earlier motion to defer the roll call. Thereafter, the Chair asked the Majority floor leader whether a quorum was already present so the Body could proceed with the calling of the Roll.

MOTION OF REPRESENTATIVE BONDOC
Representative Bondoc said the motion for deferment of roll call was made to allow Members
to enter the Session Hall. Thereafter, he moved to call the Roll of Members.

QUESTION OF PRIVILEGE
OF REPRESENTATIVE ATIENZA
(Continuation)

Representative Atienza thereafter asked for a copy of the Journal of the previous session, the approval of which, he noted, should have been the second item in the Body’s Order of Business. Further, he requested that all Members, whether present or absent, should always be given a copy of the Order of Business and the Journal of the previous session. He also encouraged the Body to follow the items accordingly as indicated in the agenda and not to repeat the improper practices of past Congresses.

REMARKS OF REPRESENTATIVE BONDOC

In response, Representative Bondoc explained that the Journal was not printed in time for the day’s session because of the volume of legislation being proposed by their colleagues. Subsequently, he again moved to call the Roll of Members.

REMARKS OF
REPRESENTATIVE DEFENSOR (M.)

At this point, Rep. Michael T. Defensor remarked that there were formal motions to dispense with the roll call and the approval of the Journal, which the Body approved accordingly; hence, the proceedings were in order.

REMARKS OF THE CHAIR

The Chair affirmed the accuracy of the points raised by Representative Defensor (M.) as well as took note of Representative Atienza’s manifestations which she said merely reiterated the plenary rules.

REMARKS OF
REPRESENTATIVE ATIENZA

Representative Atienza pointed out that according to the Rules of the House, any Member can rise on a question of privilege and interrupt the proceedings. He again pointed out the need to distribute copies of the Journal and Order of Business to the Members for their review and reference.

ROLL CALL

Thereafter, on motion of Representative Bondoc, there being no objection, the Chair directed the Secretary General to call the Roll and the following Members were present:

Abante
Abu
Abueg-Zaldivar
Abunda
Acop
Acosta
Adiong
Advincula
Agabas
Agarao
Aglipay
Albano (A.)
Almario
Alvarez (F.)
Alvarez (P.)
Amatong
Angara
Aragones
Arbison
 Arenas
Arroyo
Atienza
Babasa
Bainto-Aguinaldo
Balindong
Barba
Baronda
Barzaga
Bascug
Bautista
Belmonte
Benitez
Bernos
Biazon
Billones
Bondoc
Bordado
Bravo
Bustos
Cabañatú
Cabochan
Cabredo
Cagas
Calderon
Calixto
Caminero
Campos

Canama
Caoagdan
Cari
Castelo
Castro (F.L.)
Castro (F.H.)
Cayetano (A.P.)
Celeste
Chatto
Chipeco
Chungalao
Co (A.N.)
Co (E.)
Collantes
Crisologo
Cua
Cuairesma
Cueva
Cullamat
Dalipe
Dalog
Daza
Defensor (M.)
Del Mar
Delos Santos
Dimaporo (M.K.)
Dujali
Duterte
Dy (F.)
Dy (F.M.C.)
Ecleo
Elago
Eriguel
Escudero
Espina
Espino
Estrella
Fariñas (R.C.)
Fariñas I (R.C.)
Fernandez
Fernando
Ferrer (J.M.)
Flores
Fortun
Fruno
Frasco
Gaite
With 237 Members responding to the Call, the Chair declared the presence of a quorum. (See Appendix)

REFERENCE OF BUSINESS
(Continuation)

BILLS ON FIRST READING

House Bill No. 3235, entitled:
“AN ACT REVERTING TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT THE DISCHARGE OF BASIC AGRICULTURAL FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES DEVOLVED TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNITS AND AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE 
REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7160, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT CODE OF 1991”

By Representative Sarmiento
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3236, entitled:
“AN ACT REVERTING TO THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT THE DISCHARGE OF BASIC HEALTH SERVICES DE- VOLVED TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNITS (LGUs) AND REPEALING FOR THE PURPOSE PERTINENT SEC- TIONS OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7160, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT CODE OF 1991”

By Representative Sarmiento
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT
House Bill No. 3237, entitled:
“AN ACT STRENGTHENING THE MINDANAO STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM, AMENDING REPUBLIC ACT 1387, AS AMENDED BY REPUBLIC ACT 3791”
By Representatives Dimaporo (Abdullah) and Dimaporo (Khalid)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

House Bill No. 3238, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A FRAMEWORK FOR CITIZENS PARTICIPATION IN LEGISLATION AND RULE-MAKING THROUGH THE USE OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS”
By Representative Robes
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PEOPLE’S PARTICIPATION

House Bill No. 3239, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING THE SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE IN THE 4TH DISTRICT OF CEBU PROVINCE, CREATING FOR THIS PURPOSE THE 4TH DISTRICT SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE AUTHORITY, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Salimbangon
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND INDUSTRY AND THE COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

House Bill No. 3240, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING A DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND AQUATIC RESOURCES, PROVIDING FOR ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Salimbangon
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON AQUACULTURE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES

House Bill No. 3241, entitled:
“AN ACT CONVERTING THE PROVINCIAL ROADS FROM BARANGAY CURVA TO BARANGAY POBLACION TO BARANGAYS LUY-A, LAMINTAK NORTE, LAMINTAK SUR AND DAYHAGON IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF MEDELLIN IN THE DISTRICT OF CEBU PROVINCE INTO NATIONAL ROADS AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFORE”
By Representative Salimbangon
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3242, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MARCELO BRIONES FERNAN MEMORIAL MONUMENT AT THE CITY HALL OF BOGO CITY, AUTHORIZING APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Salimbangon
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3243, entitled:
“AN ACT DECLARING OCTOBER 24 OF EVERY YEAR AS A SPECIAL NON-WORKING HOLIDAY KNOWN AS ‘MARCELO BRIONES FERNAN DAY’ IN THE CITY OF BOGO IN HONOR OF THE LATE MARCELO BRIONES FERNAN, AN OUTSTANDING STATESMAN AND LEGAL LUMINARY”
By Representative Salimbangon
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3244, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTING A NATIONAL LAND USE AND MANAGEMENT POLICY, PROVIDING THE IMPLEMENTING MECHANISMS, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Salceda
TO THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON LAND USE

House Bill No. 3245, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING THE DEPARTMENT OF DISASTER AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT, DEFINING ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Gonzales (Aurelio)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON DISASTER MANAGEMENT
House Bill No. 3246, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING THE DEPARTMENT OF OVERSEAS FILIPINO WORKERS, DEFINING ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Gonzales (Aurelio)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON OVERSEAS WORKERS AFFAIRS

House Bill No. 3247, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR ADDITIONAL INSURANCE COVERAGE AND BENEFITS FOR ALL LINEMEN AND OTHER POWER LINE WORKERS AND OTHER RELATED PURPOSES”
By Representative Dagooc
TO THE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY

House Bill No. 3248, entitled:
“AN ACT EXEMPTING THE SALE OF ELECTRICITY BY POWER GENERATION, TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION COMPANIES, PARTICULARLY NON-STOCK NON-PROFIT ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES, FROM THE IMPOSITION OF VALUE-ADDED TAX, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE, SECTIONS 108(A) AND 109(1) OF THE NATIONAL INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, AS AMENDED BY REPUBLIC ACT NOS. 9337 AND 10863, AND OTHER FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representatives Dagooc, De Jesus, Ebcas and Guya
TO THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

House Bill No. 3249, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL IN BARANGAY BABATNIN, CITY OF MALOLOS, PROVINCE OF BULACAN TO BE KNOWN AS BABATNIN NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Sy-Alvarado
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3250, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL IN BARANGAY SANTISIMA TRINIDAD, CITY OF MALOLOS, PROVINCE OF BULACAN TO BE KNOWN AS SANTISIMA TRINIDAD NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Sy-Alvarado
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3251, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE COFFEE INDUSTRY, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Sy-Alvarado
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3252, entitled:
“AN ACT ADJUSTING THE SALARY SCHEDULE OF CIVILIAN PERSONNEL IN THE GOVERNMENT, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Sy-Alvarado
TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

House Bill No. 3253, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE CACAO INDUSTRY, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Sy-Alvarado
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3254, entitled:
“AN ACT PROHIBITING NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES FROM REQUIRING THE SUBMISSION OF A PHILIPPINE STATISTICS AUTHORITY CERTIFIED BIRTH CERTIFICATE ISSUED WITHIN THE PAST SIX (6) MONTHS”
By Representative Silverio
TO THE COMMITTEE ON POPULATION AND FAMILY RELATIONS

House Bill No. 3255, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A TIMBANGAN NG
Bayan Center in all Markets Nationwide, amending for the purpose Chapter II of Republic Act No. 7394, otherwise known as the 'Consumer Act of the Philippines'.

By Representative Silverio

To the Committee on Trade and Industry

House Bill No. 3256, entitled:

"An Act imposing the death penalty on certain heinous crimes, repealing for the purpose Republic Act No. 9346, entitled 'An Act prohibiting the imposition of death penalty in the Philippines', and further amending Act No. 3815, as amended, otherwise known as 'the Revised Penal Code', and Republic Act No. 9165, otherwise known as the 'Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002'.

By Representative Hernandez

To the Committee on Justice

House Bill No. 3257, entitled:

"An Act providing for the separation and autonomy of Esperanza National High School—Annex, San Jose Campus in the Brgy. San Jose, City of Koronadal, Province of South Cotabato from its Parent School, and its establishment as the Marbel 5 National High School, and Appropriating Funds Therefor.

By Representative Hernandez

To the Committee on Basic Education and Culture

House Bill No. 3258, entitled:

"An Act rightsizing the Government to improve public service delivery.

By Representative Hernandez

To the Committee on Government Reorganization and the Committee on Appropriations

House Bill No. 3259, entitled:

"An Act separating the Naneng National High School - Mosimos Extension in Barangay Dupag, City of Tabuk, Province of Kalinga from the Naneng National High School, converting it into an independent National High School to be known as Dupag National High School and Appropriating Funds Therefor.

By Representative Mangaoang

To the Committee on Basic Education and Culture

House Bill No. 3260, entitled:

"An Act regulating the sale and registration of motor vehicles in metropolitan areas by requiring a proof-of-parking space or facility from motor vehicle buyers as a prerequisite for the purchase of a motor vehicle and registration with the Land Transportation Office.

By Representative Gatchalian

To the Committee on Transportation

House Bill No. 3261, entitled:

"An Act reimposing the death penalty and increasing penalties for crimes involving dangerous drugs, amending for the purpose Republic Act No. 9165, as amended, otherwise known as the 'Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002'.

By Representative Gatchalian

To the Committee on Justice

House Bill No. 3262, entitled:

"An Act regulating the imposition of fees for the use of parking spaces and facilities in shopping malls, hospitals, schools and similar establishments, including vacant lots used exclusively for parking and prescribing penalties for violation thereof.

By Representative Gatchalian

To the Committee on Trade and Industry
House Bill No. 3263, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING AN ADDITIONAL REGIONAL TRIAL COURT BRANCH IN THE PROVINCE OF LEYTE TO BE STATIONED IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF VILLABA, FURTHER AMENDING FOR THIS PURPOSE SECTION 14, PARAGRAPH (I) OF BATAS PAMBANSA BLG. 129, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS 'THE JUDICIARY REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1980', AS AMENDED AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Veloso
TO THE COMMITTEE ON JUSTICE

House Bill No. 3264, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A MULTIPURPOSE FISHERY BREEDING FARM AND HATCHERY IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF VILLABA, PROVINCE OF LEYTE, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Veloso
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AQUACULTURE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES

House Bill No. 3265, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES−LEYTE IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF LEYTE, PROVINCE OF LEYTE, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREOF AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Veloso
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

House Bill No. 3266, entitled:
“AN ACT CONVERTING EASTERN VISAYAS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER−VILLABA EXTENSION (EVRM-VILLABA EXTENSION) IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF VILLABA, PROVINCE OF LEYTE, TO A TERTIARY HOSPITAL AND TO INCREASE ITS BED CAPACITY FROM TWENTY-FIVE (25) BEDS TO TWO HUNDRED (200) BEDS, UPGRADING THE SERVICE, FACILITIES AND PROFESSIONAL HEALTH CARE THEREIN, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Veloso
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3267, entitled:
“AN ACT REGULATING THE OUTSOURCING OF WORK AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE ARTICLE 106 OF PRESIDENTIAL DECREE NO. 442, AS AMENDED, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE LABOR CODE OF THE PHILIPPINES”
By Representative Go (Mark)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

House Bill No. 3268, entitled:
“AN ACT TO POSTPONE THE CONDUCT OF THE MAY 2020 BARANGAY AND SANGGUNIANG KABATAAN ELECTIONS, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9164, AS AMENDED BY REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9340, REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10632, REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10656, REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10923, AND REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10952, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Go (Mark)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON SUFFRAGE AND ELECTORAL REFORMS

House Bill No. 3269, entitled:
“AN ACT MANDATING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE QUEZON−BICOL EXPRESSWAY (QuBEx)”
By Representatives Suarez (Aleta), Salceda, Tallado, Panotes, Villafuerte, Romualdez (Ferdinand), Suarez (David), Villaraza-Suarez and Tan (Angelina)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3270, entitled:
“AN ACT PENALIZING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HOSPITALS FROM COLLECTING TRAINING FEES UPON POSTGRADUATE NURSES IN EXCHANGE FOR WORK EXPERIENCE”
By Representative Lacson
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3271, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTIONALIZING THE RELEASE OF THE 14TH MONTH PAY FOR ALL PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS”
By Representative Lacson
TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
House Bill No. 3272, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR A MAGNA CARTA FOR BARANGAYS”
By Representatives Romualdez (Yedda) and Romualdez (Ferdinand)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3273, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTIONALIZING MALASAKIT CENTERS TO COMPLEMENT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 11223 OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE ‘UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE ACT’ BY REQUIRING PHILHEALTH TO ESTABLISH, OPERATE AND MAINTAIN MALASAKIT CENTERS IN ALL DOH, LGU, SUC AND DND HOSPITALS IN THE COUNTRY, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representatives Romualdez (Yedda) and Romualdez (Ferdinand)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3274, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING THE DEPARTMENT OF OVERSEAS FILIPINOS, DEFINING ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR, RATIONALIZING THE ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT AGENCIES RELATED TO MIGRATION, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representatives Romualdez (Yedda) and Romualdez (Ferdinand)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON OVERSEAS WORKERS AFFAIRS

House Bill No. 3275, entitled:
“AN ACT STRENGTHENING AND MODERNIZING THE BUREAU OF FIRE PROTECTION, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representatives Romualdez (Yedda) and Romualdez (Ferdinand)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ORDER AND SAFETY

House Bill No. 3276, entitled:
“AN ACT MANDATING THE APPOINTMENT OF BARANGAY HEALTH WORKERS IN BARANGAYS, PROVIDING FOR THEIR DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES, COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representatives Romualdez (Yedda) and Romualdez (Ferdinand)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3277, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING AND ESTABLISHING THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SPORTS, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representatives Romualdez (Yedda) and Romualdez (Ferdinand)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON YOUTH AND SPORTS DEVELOPMENT

House Bill No. 3278, entitled:
“AN ACT MODIFYING THE SALARY SCHEDULE FOR CIVILIAN GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL”
By Representatives Romualdez (Yedda) and Romualdez (Ferdinand)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

House Bill No. 3279, entitled:
“AN ACT RENEWING FOR ANOTHER TWENTY-FIVE (25) YEARS THE FRANCHISE GRANTED TO AMCARA BROADCASTING NETWORK, INC. UNDER REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8135, ENTITLED ‘AN ACT GRANTING AMCARA BROADCASTING NETWORK, INC. A FRANCHISE TO CONSTRUCT, INSTALL, ESTABLISH, OPERATE, AND MAINTAIN BROADCASTING STATIONS IN THE PHILIPPINES’, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Romualdo
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATIVE FRANCHISES

House Bill No. 3280, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING PHILIPPINE RUBBER INDUSTRY AND TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10089 KNOWN AS AN ACT CREATING THE
PHILIPPINE RUBBER RESEARCH INSTITUTE TO DEVELOP THE PHILIPPINE RUBBER INDUSTRY AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Jalosjos
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3281, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR REGULATION OF TRICYCLES, INSTITUTIONALIZING MECHANISMS FOR ITS IMPLEMENTATION”
By Representatives Vergara, Escudero and Tambunting
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

House Bill No. 3282, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTING THE MAGNA CARTA OF FILIPINO SEAFARERS”
By Representatives Yap (Eric), Tulfo and Taduran
TO THE COMMITTEE ON OVERSEAS WORKERS AFFAIRS

House Bill No. 3283, entitled:
“AN ACT AMENDING SECTIONS 141, 142 AND 143 OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8424, AS AMENDED, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE NATIONAL INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1997”
By Representative Rodriguez
TO THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

House Bill No. 3284, entitled:
“AN ACT TRANSFERRING SELECTED NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND GOVERNMENT-OWNED AND -CONTROLLED CORPORATIONS TO NEW CLARK CITY, PAMPANGA”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION

House Bill No. 3285, entitled:
“AN ACT CONVERTING THE WAO DISTRICT HOSPITAL IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF WAO, PROVINCE OF LANAO DEL SUR INTO A LEVEL II HOSPITAL FUNCTIONING AS AN ANNEX OF AMAI PAKPAK MEDICAL CENTER TO BE KNOWN AS THE AMAI PAKPAK MEDICAL CENTER ANNEX AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Adiong
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3286, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A DISTRICT BRANCH OF THE LAND TRANSPORTATION OFFICE (LTO) IN THE CITY OF LA CARLOTA IN THE 4TH DISTRICT OF THE PROVINCE OF NEGROS OCCIDENTAL, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Ferrer (Juliet)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

House Bill No. 3287, entitled:
“AN ACT LIMITING THE CONSECUTIVE HOURS OF WORK BY NURSES”
By Representative Vargas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

House Bill No. 3288, entitled:
“AN ACT DECLARING JULY 12 OF EVERY YEAR AS A SPECIAL WORKING HOLIDAY IN THE ENTIRE COUNTRY TO COMMEMORATE THE HISTORIC DECISION OF THE PERMANENT COURT OF ARBITRATION (PCA) IN FAVOR OF PHILIPPINE SOVEREIGNTY OVER THE WEST PHILIPPINE SEA”
By Representative Vargas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON REVISION OF LAWS

House Bill No. 3289, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTING THE EXPANDED BALIKBAYAN PROGRAM, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 6768, AS AMENDED BY REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9174, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Vargas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON OVERSEAS WORKERS AFFAIRS

House Bill No. 3290, entitled:
“AN ACT AMENDING SECTION 58 OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8551, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS “THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL POLICE REFORM AND REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1998”, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Vargas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ORDER AND SAFETY

House Bill No. 3291, entitled:
“AN ACT MANDATING THE APPOINTMENT OF BARANGAY HEALTH WORKERS IN EVERY BARANGAY, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7160 OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT CODE, FURTHER EXPANDING THE BENEFITS OF BARANGAY OFFICIALS AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Vargas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ORDER AND SAFETY

House Bill No. 3292, entitled:
“AN ACT DECLARING THE PROVINCE OF AGUSAN DEL SUR AS THE HOME OF THE GOLDEN TARA”
By Representative Plaza
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TOURISM

House Bill No. 3293, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL EVALUATION POLICY”
By Representative Vargas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

House Bill No. 3294, entitled:
“AN ACT MODERNIZING THE NATIONAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (NMS) OF THE PHILIPPINES, CREATING FOR THIS PURPOSE THE NATIONAL MEASUREMENT INSTITUTE OF THE PHILIPPINES, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Vargas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

House Bill No. 3295, entitled:
“AN ACT TO ADOPT A NATIONAL ELDERLY CARE PROGRAM AS A STRATEGY TO PROMOTE THE MAINTENANCE OF THE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH AND FOR IMPROVING THE WELFARE OF THE ELDERLY”
By Representative Guico
TO THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON SENIOR CITIZENS

House Bill No. 3296, entitled:
“AN ACT PROMOTING MENTAL HEALTH THROUGH A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE PROGRAM IN EVERY PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS”
By Representative Guico
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3297, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR A NATIONAL LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Romero
TO THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON LAND USE

House Bill No. 3298, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR A NATIONAL DEFENSE ACT, TO FOSTER THE SUPPRESSION OF INSURGENCY AND OTHER SERIOUS THREATS TO NATIONAL SECURITY, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Romero
TO THE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL DEFENSE AND SECURITY

House Bill No. 3299, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING THE COCONUT INDUSTRY TRUST FUND, PROVIDING FOR ITS MANAGEMENT, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representatives Romero and Pineda
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3300, entitled:
“AN ACT DECLARING NOVEMBER 8 OF EVERY YEAR A SPECIAL NON-WORKING PUBLIC HOLIDAY IN THE EASTERN VISAYAS REGION TO BE KNOWN AS THE ‘YOLANDA COMMEMORATION DAY’”
By Representatives Romualdez (Yedda) and Romualdez (Ferdinand)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3301, entitled:
“AN ACT PROMOTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
SKILLS AMONG GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES TO INSPIRE INNOVATIVENESS AND TO ENSURE THEIR PRODUCTIVITY EVEN BEYOND GOVERNMENT SERVICE”
By Representative Noel
TO THE COMMITTEE ON MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

House Bill No. 3302, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A TERTIARY HOSPITAL IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF CATARMAN, PROVINCE OF NORTHERN SAMAR, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Noel
TO THE COMMITTEE ON MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

House Bill No. 3303, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A SAFETY INTERNET EDUCATION PROGRAM IN THE CURRICULUM OF ALL ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS”
By Representative Yap (Victor)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3304, entitled:
“AN ACT SEEKING TO INCLUDE BARANGAY OFFICIALS IN THE COMPELSONARY MEMBERSHIP OF THE GOVERNMENT SERVICE INSURANCE SYSTEM (GSIS), AMENDING FOR THIS PURPOSE RA 8291 AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Yap (Victor)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISES AND PRIVATIZATION

House Bill No. 3305, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR A MAGNA CARTA FOR BARANGAYS”
By Representative Yap (Victor)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3306, entitled:
“AN ACT DECLARING JANUARY 16 OF EVERY YEAR A SPECIAL NONWORKING HOLIDAY IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF DAPA, PROVINCE OF SURIGAO DEL NORTE IN CELEBRATION OF THE MUNICIPALITY’S FIESTA”
By Representative Matugas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3307, entitled:
“AN ACT REGULATING CLASS SIZE IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Nieto
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3308, entitled:
“AN ACT DEFINING AND PROHIBITING OBSTRUCTION AND SLOWDOWN OF TRAFFIC WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ROAD RAGE, PROVIDING PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION THEREOF, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Nieto
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

House Bill No. 3309, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTIONALIZING THE BAMBOO INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES, CREATING THE BAMBOO INDUSTRY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER (BIRDC), APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Villar
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3310, entitled:
“AN ACT TO STRENGTHEN THE RESILIENCY OF SMALL FARMERS AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE AND EXTREME WEATHER RISKS BY ESTABLISHING THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND PROGRAM FOR A FREE WEATHER INDEX-BASED CROP INSURANCE, PROVIDING THE SOURCE OF FUNDING THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Villar
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3311, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTING INCLUSIVE EDUCATION, ESTABLISHING INCLU-
SIVE EDUCATION LEARNING RESOURCE CENTERS FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH WITH SPECIAL NEEDS (CYSNs) IN ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS DIVISIONS, PROVIDING FOR STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREOF”

By Representative Villar
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3312, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF NURSES, ASSIGNING AT LEAST ONE REGISTERED NURSE FOR EVERY BARANGAY IN THE PHILIPPINES, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Villar
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3313, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING THE DEPARTMENT OF MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT, DEFINING ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Villar
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON JUSTICE

House Bill No. 3314, entitled:
“AN ACT INCREASING THE BED CAPACITY OF THE LAS PIÑAS GENERAL HOSPITAL AND SATELLITE TRAUMA CENTER IN LAS PIÑAS CITY, METRO MANILA, FROM TWO HUNDRED (200) BEDS TO FIVE HUNDRED (500) BEDS, UPGRADING ITS SERVICE FACILITIES AND PROFESSIONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICES, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”

By Representative Villar
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3315, entitled:
“AN ACT TO ADOPT INTEGRATED COASTAL MANAGEMENT AS A NATIONAL STRATEGY TO ENSURE THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COASTAL AND MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES AND TO ESTABLISH SUPPORTING MECHANISMS FOR ITS IMPLEMENTATION AND PROVIDE FUNDS THEREFOR”

By Representative Villar
TO THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON CLIMATE CHANGE

House Bill No. 3316, entitled:
“AN ACT POSTPONING THE MAY 11, 2020 BARANGAY AND SANGGUNIANG KABATAAN ELECTIONS, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9164, AS AMENDED BY REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9340, REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10632, REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10923, AND REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10952 AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Del Mar
TO THE COMMITTEE ON SUFFRAGE AND ELECTORAL REFORMS

House Bill No. 3317, entitled:
“AN ACT TO ESTABLISH THE MAGNA CARTA FOR BARANGAYS”

By Representative Del Mar
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3318, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING AN ADDITIONAL REGIONAL TRIAL COURT BRANCH IN THE PROVINCE OF CAVITE TO BE STATIONED AT THE MUNICIPALITY OF SILANG, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE SECTION 14, PARAGRAPH (E) OF BATAS PAMBANSA BLG. 129, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS ‘THE JUDICIARY REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1980’ AS AMENDED, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Loyola
TO THE COMMITTEE ON JUSTICE

House Bill No. 3319, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE CONVERSION OF THE SAN FRANCISCO-SAN ANDRES PROVINCIAL ROAD, QUEZON PROVINCE, INTO A NATIONAL ROAD AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Suarez (Aleta)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3320, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE CONVERSION OF THE MUNICIPAL ROADS, DE LEON ST. AND A PORTION OF FERNANDEZ ST. IN SAN ANDRES, QUEZON INTO NATIONAL ROADS AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Suarez (Aleta)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3321, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE CONVERSION OF THE GITNANG BARYO-PAGSABANGAN-VILLA FUERTE-BANTAG-ANONANGIN-BILUCAO, PITOGO, QUEZON PROVINCIAL ROAD, INTO A NATIONAL ROAD AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Suarez (Aleta)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3322, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTING THE FORMER PRISONERS’ EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Tambunting
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

House Bill No. 3323, entitled:
“AN ACT MANDATING THE COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION (CHED) TO INCLUDE LABOR EDUCATION IN THE TERTIARY EDUCATION CURRICULUM”
By Representative Tambunting
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

House Bill No. 3324, entitled:
“AN ACT MANDATING EMPLOYERS TO GRANT TWO (2) WEEKS OF UNPAID LEAVE A YEAR TO EMPLOYEES WHOSE SPOUSE, PARENT, UNMARRIED CHILD, OR WHEN THEY THEMSELVES ARE SUFFERING FROM SERIOUS ILLNESS”
By Representative Tambunting
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

House Bill No. 3325, entitled:
“AN ACT STRENGTHENING THE BARANGAYS THROUGH SUPPORT FOR BARANGAY OFFICIALS AND VOLUNTEER WORKERS”
By Representative Tambunting
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3326, entitled:
“AN ACT GOVERNING THE CREATION AND ACCREDITATION OF MICRO-ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Tambunting
TO THE COMMITTEE ON MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

House Bill No. 3327, entitled:
“AN ACT TO REQUIRE ALL GOVERNMENT BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TO HAVE RAIN HARVESTING FACILITY AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Tambunting
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3328, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR EMERGENCY POWERS TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES TO ADDRESS THE TRANSPORTATION CRISIS IN METRO MANILA”
By Representative Tambunting
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

House Bill No. 3329, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE SAFETY AND PROTECTION OF THE UNBORN CHILD AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Tambunting
TO THE COMMITTEE ON POPULATION AND FAMILY RELATIONS

House Bill No. 3330, entitled:
“AN ACT AMENDING REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9262 OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE
ANTI-VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN AND THEIR CHILDREN ACT OF 2004, DEFINING ELECTRONIC VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN (E-VAW), PROVIDING PROTECTIVE MEASURES AND PRESCRIBING PENALTIES THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Tambunting

TO THE COMMITTEE ON WOMEN AND GENDER EQUALITY

House Bill No. 3331, entitled:

“AN ACT CREATING A NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE TO BE KNOWN AS THE NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE OF THE PHILIPPINES, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Tambunting

TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3332, entitled:

“AN ACT CREATING THE ‘SUBSIDY INSURANCE COVERAGE OF CHILDHOOD IMMUNIZATION ACT OF 2016’ AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”

By Representative Tambunting

TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3333, entitled:

“AN ACT SEPARATING THE MARCELO GREEN HIGH SCHOOL (PARAÑAQUE NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL ANNEX) IN BARANGAY MARCELO GREEN, CITY OF PARAÑAQUE, FROM THE PARAÑAQUE NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, CONVERTING IT INTO AN INDEPENDENT NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL TO BE KNOWN AS MARCELO GREEN NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”

By Representative Tambunting

TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3334, entitled:

“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS OF AIRLINE PASSENGERS AND PENALIZING ACTS IN VIOLATION THEREOF”

By Representative Tambunting

TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

House Bill No. 3335, entitled:

“AN ACT PROHIBITING THE PRIVATIZATION OF GOVERNMENT HOSPITALS”

By Representative Tambunting

TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3336, entitled:

“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR A MAGNA CARTA FOR BARANGAYS, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Romero

TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3337, entitled:

“AN ACT REINSTATING THE MANDATORY RESERVE OFFICER’S TRAINING CORPS (ROTC), PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Romero

TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3338, entitled:

“AN ACT BANNING THE USE OF SINGLE-USE PLASTICS NATIONWIDE TO ELIMINATE PLASTIC POLLUTION IN THE PHILIPPINES”

By Representative Herrera-Dy

TO THE COMMITTEE ON ECOLOGY

House Bill No. 3339, entitled:

“AN ACT MANDATING THE CREATION OF AN EMBEDDING INTER-AGENCY TASK FORCE FOR THE PURPOSE OF EMBEDDING COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS AGENTS IN POLICE OPERATIONS IN ORDER TO PROPERLY DOCUMENT AND INVESTIGATE HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS COMMITTED DURING LEGITIMATE POLICE OPERATIONS, AND AMENDING EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 163. THEREOF”

By Representative Herrera-Dy

TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ORDER AND SAFETY

House Bill No. 3340, entitled:

“AN ACT REPEALING REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10912 ALSO KNOWN AS ‘CON-
TINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 2016’ AND OTHER RELATED ISSUANCES, GUIDELINES, AND MEMORANDUMS”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON CIVIL SERVICE AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

House Bill No. 3341, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING THE MANDATORY INSTALLATION OF DASHBOARD CAMERAS, CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION (CCTVs) AND GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS (GPS) INSIDE PUBLIC UTILITY VEHICLES (PUVs), TRANSPORT NETWORK VEHICLE SERVICES (TNVs) AND OTHER PUBLIC TRANSPORT VEHICLES”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

House Bill No. 3342, entitled:
“AN ACT PROMOTING ALL RESTAURANTS, APPLICABLE FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS, AND FOOD-RELATED BUSINESSES TO AID FOOD INSECURITY AND TO PREVENT FOOD WASTE IN THE COUNTRY THROUGH A ZERO HUNGER, FOOD RESCUE PROGRAM”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON FOOD SECURITY

House Bill No. 3343, entitled:
“AN ACT ESTABLISHING A NATIONWIDE CURFEW FOR BETTER CHILD SAFETY AND PROTECTION OF WELFARE OF PERSONS UNDER EIGHTEEN YEARS OLD”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON WELFARE OF CHILDREN

House Bill No. 3344, entitled:
“AN ACT BANNING TRADITIONAL, SMALL-SCALE, COMMUNITY INCINERATION (‘SIGA’) AND AMENDING THE PROVISIONS OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8749, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE CLEAN AIR ACT OF 1999, AND ITS IMPLEMENTING RULES AND REGULATIONS, AND INCREASING THE PENALTY FOR BURNING OF SOLID WASTE, AMENDING REPUBLIC ACT NO. 9003”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON ECOLOGY

House Bill No. 3345, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTIONALIZING MALASAKIT CENTERS TO COMPLEMENT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 11223 OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE ‘UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE ACT’ BY REQUIRING PHILHEALTH TO ESTABLISH, OPERATE AND MAINTAIN MALASAKIT CENTERS IN ALL DOH, LGU, SUC AND DND HOSPITALS IN THE COUNTRY, PROVIDING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Deloso-Montalla
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3346, entitled:
“AN ACT ADJUSTING THE SALARY SCHEDULE OF CIVILIAN PERSONNEL IN THE GOVERNMENT, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Deloso-Montalla
TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

House Bill No. 3347, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER, IRRIGATION, SEWAGE AND SANITATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, DEFINING ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Deloso-Montalla
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3348, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING THE DEPARTMENT OF DISASTER RESILIENCE, DEFINING ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Deloso-Montalla
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON DISASTER MANAGEMENT

House Bill No. 3349, entitled:
“AN ACT GRANTING THE APPROPRIATE CIVIL SERVICE ELIGIBILITY TO SANGGUNIANG KABATAAN OFFICIALS, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 10742 OR THE SANGGUNIANG KABATAAN REFORM ACT OF 2015”
By Representative Elago
TO THE COMMITTEE ON CIVIL SERVICE AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION

House Bill No. 3350, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER, IRRIGATION, SEWAGE AND SANITATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, DEFINING ITS POWERS AND FUNCTIONS, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Macapagal Arroyo
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3351, entitled:
“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR A REVISED WILDLIFE RESOURCES CONSERVATION AND PROTECTION ACT, APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Macapagal Arroyo
TO THE COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES

House Bill No. 3352, entitled:
“AN ACT REQUIRING ALL GRADUATING ELEMENTARY, HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE STUDENTS TO PLANT AT LEAST TEN (10) TREE SAPLINGS EACH AS A PREREQUISITE FOR GRADUATION”
By Representative Almario
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Bill No. 3353, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTIONALIZING AN EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES SYSTEM (EMSS), CREATING FOR THE PURPOSE THE NATIONAL EMSS COUNCIL, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Almario
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Bill No. 3354, entitled:
“AN ACT RIGHTSIZING THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT TO IMPROVE PUBLIC SERVICE DELIVERY”
By Representative Almario
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

House Bill No. 3355, entitled:
“AN ACT MANDATING THE APPOINTMENT OF BARANGAY HEALTH WORKERS IN EVERY BARANGAY, AMENDING FOR THIS PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7160, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT CODE, FURTHER EXPANDING THE BENEFITS OF BARANGAY OFFICIALS, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Almario
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3356, entitled:
By Representative Hofer
TO THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

House Bill No. 3357, entitled:
“AN ACT AMENDING SECTIONS 141, 142 AND 143 OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 8424, AS AMENDED, OTHERWISE KNOWN
AS ‘THE NATIONAL INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1997’"
By Representative Hofer
TO THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

House Bill No. 3358, entitled:
“AN ACT INSTITUTING REFORMS IN REAL PROPERTY VALUATION AND ASSESSMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES, REORGANIZING THE BUREAU OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Hofer
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION

House Bill No. 3359, entitled:
By Representative Hofer
TO THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

House Bill No. 3360, entitled:
“AN ACT CONVERTING THE ASIPULO–LAMUT–LAGAWE–AGUINALDO PROVINCIAL ROAD IN THE PROVINCE OF IFUGAO INTO NATIONAL ROAD”
By Representative Chungalao
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3361, entitled:
By Representative Chungalao
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3362, entitled:
“AN ACT DECLARING ‘BINTACAN CAVE AND MT. KITUMMAN’ LOCATED IN BARANGAY TUNONGOD IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF LAGAWE, PROVINCE OF IFUGAO AS AN ECOTOURISM DESTINATION AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Chungalao
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TOURISM

House Bill No. 3363, entitled:
By Representative Chungalao
TO THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND HIGHWAYS

House Bill No. 3364, entitled:
“AN ACT CREATING A BARANGAY TO BE KNOWN AS BARANGAY MAPPIT IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF KIANGAN, PROVINCE OF IFUGAO”
By Representative Chungalao
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT

House Bill No. 3365, entitled:
House Bill No. 3366, entitled:

“AN ACT STRENGTHENING AND MODERNIZING THE WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS LAW OF THE PHILIPPINES IN ORDER TO PROVIDE A LEGAL FRAMEWORK IN THE PHILIPPINES THAT SHALL FACILITATE TRADE, COMMERCE, AND OTHER RELATED PURPOSES”

By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND INDUSTRY

House Bill No. 3367, entitled:


By Representatives Villanueva (Eduardo) and Rivera
TO THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT

House Bill No. 3368, entitled:

“AN ACT INSTITUTING REFORMS IN REAL PROPERTY VALUATION AND ASSESSMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES, REORGANIZING THE BUREAU OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE, AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”

By Representative Garin (Sharon)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION

House Bill No. 3369, entitled:

“AN ACT PROMOTING CORPORATE FARMING AND PROVIDING INCENTIVES THEREFOR”

By Representative Garin (Sharon)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3370, entitled:

“AN ACT REDUCING FOOD WASTE THROUGH FOOD DONATIONS AND FOOD WASTE RECYCLING”

By Representative Garin (Sharon)
TO THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON FOOD SECURITY

House Bill No. 3371, entitled:

“AN ACT PROVIDING FOR A MAGNA CARTA OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT WORKERS”

By Representative Garin (Sharon)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3372, entitled:

“AN ACT PROMOTING SAFE AND RESPONSIBLE USE OF MODERN BIOTECHNOLOGY ESTABLISHING THE BIOTECHNOLOGY AUTHORITY OF THE PHILIPPINES FOR THIS PURPOSE AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”

By Representative Garin (Sharon)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

House Bill No. 3373, entitled:

“AN ACT TO PROMOTE AND STRENGTHEN THE PHILIPPINE BAMBOO INDUSTRY, PRESCRIBING ITS SCIENTIFIC PROPAGATION, PROCESSING, UTILIZATION, AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AS A PRIORITY PROGRAM, AND ALLOCATING FUNDS THEREFOR AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”

By Representative Garin (Sharon)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD
House Bill No. 3374, entitled:
“AN ACT STRENGTHENING THE ANIMAL INDUSTRY AND VETERINARY SERVICES IN THE PHILIPPINES”
By Representative Garin (Sharon)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3375, entitled:
“AN ACT PROMOTING AND SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CORN INDUSTRY AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES”
By Representative Garin (Sharon)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

House Bill No. 3376, entitled:
“AN ACT MANDATING THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION, DEVELOPMENT, TRAINING, ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF BASIC RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS (ROTC) IN GRADES 11 AND 12 IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, AMENDING FOR THE PURPOSE REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7077, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE 'CITIZEN ARMED FORCES OF THE PHILIPPINES RESERVIST ACT', AND APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFOR”
By Representative Salceda
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

RESOLUTIONS

House Resolution No. 133, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE APPROPRIATE COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE PROPRIETY OF RELOCATING THE BUS TERMINALS FROM EDSA TO VALENZUELA, PARAÑAQUE AND STA. ROSA, LAGUNA”
By Representative Go (Mark)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 134, entitled:
“RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND OTHER APPROPRIATE COMMITTEES OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, IN THE PROCUREMENT OF DRUGS AND MEDICINES NEARING EXPIRY AND ITS DELAYED DISTRIBUTION TO PUBLIC HOSPITALS NATIONWIDE”
By Representative Cabatbat
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 135, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION URGING THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS TO CONDUCT, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, AN INQUIRY REGARDING THE ALLEGED MASSIVE CORRUPTION IN THE PHILIPPINE CHARITABLE SWEEPSTAKES OFFICE (PCSO) THAT LEAD TO THE CLOSURE OF ITS OPERATIONS”
By Representative Villafuerte
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 136, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE APPROPRIATE HOUSE COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION, IN AID OF LEGISLATION ON THE INFUX OF FOREIGN WORKERS IN THE PHILIPPINES AND FOR CONCERNED AGENCIES TO EXPEDITE THEIR JOINT MEMORANDUM THAT IMPOSES ADDITIONAL WORKING VISA REQUIREMENTS ON FOREIGN WORKERS”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 137, entitled:
“RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE GRANT OF ADDITIONAL DISTRICT OPERATIONAL BUDGET FOR THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES”
By Representatives Tolentino, Cayetano (Alan Peter), Romualdez (Ferdinand), Abante and Ungab
TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
House Resolution No. 138, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DECLARING JULY 15 OF EVERY YEAR AS ‘NATIONAL SMOKE-FREE DAY’ UPON WHICH ALL CITIZENS SHALL BE PROHIBITED TO SMOKE AND PRESCRIBING PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION THEREOF”
By Representative Castelo
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Resolution No. 140, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION EXPRESSING OUR SINCEREST CONGRATULATIONS TO THE IGLESIA NI CRISTO FOR THEIR 105TH FOUNDING ANNIVERSARY ON JULY 27, 2019”
By Representative Nieto
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 141, entitled:
“RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE CLOSURE OF ALL PHILIPPINE CHARITY SWEEPSTAKES OFFICE (PCSO) OUTLETS DUE TO MASSIVE CORRUPTION”
By Representative Abante
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 142, entitled:
“RESOLUTION STRONGLY CONDEMNING AND CALLING FOR AN URGENT INVESTIGATION, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, INTO THE ATTACKS AGAINST LUMAD SCHOOLS, STUDENTS, TEACHERS, AND ADVOCATES IN SOUTHERN MINDANAO FROM JULY 2016 TO JULY 2017”
By Representatives Castro (France), Zarate, Gaite, Cullamat, Brosas and Elago
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 143, entitled:
“RESOLUTION STRONGLY CONDEMNING AND CALLING FOR AN URGENT INVESTIGATION IN AID OF LEGISLATION, INTO THE THREATS, HARASSMENT, AND VILIFICATION AGAINST STUDENTS AND TEACHERS OF THE CLANS LUMAD SCHOOL DIYA MENUWA IN PALIMBANG, SULTAN KUDARAT, AND THEIR COMMUNITY LEADERS BY THE POLICE, MILITARY, AND REPRESENTATIVES OF NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT”
By Representatives Castro (France), Zarate, Gaite, Cullamat, Brosas and Elago
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 144, entitled:
“RESOLUTION STRONGLY CONDEMNING AND CALLING FOR AN URGENT INVESTIGATION IN AID OF LEGISLATION, INTO THE THREATS, HARASSMENT, AND VILIFICATION AGAINST STUDENTS AND TEACHERS OF THE CLANS LUMAD SCHOOL DIYA MENUWA IN PALIMBANG, SULTAN KUDARAT, AND THEIR COMMUNITY LEADERS BY THE POLICE, MILITARY, AND REPRESENTATIVES OF NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT”
By Representatives Castro (France), Zarate, Gaite, Cullamat, Brosas and Elago
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 145, entitled:
“RESOLUTION CALLING FOR AN INVESTIGATION IN AID OF LEGISLATION BY THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH ON THE REPORTED PHP18 BILLION WORTH OF UNUSED MEDICINES LEFT IN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH (DOH) WAREHOUSES”
By Representative Defensor (Michael)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 146, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION CALLING FOR AN INVESTIGATION IN AID OF LEGISLATION ON THE PROLIFERATION OF COUNTERFEIT MEDICINES IN THE COUNTRY”
By Representative Lim
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 147, entitled:
“RESOLUTION AUGMENTING THE FUNDING OF THE PSC AND CHED THROUGH PAGCOR”
House Resolution No. 148, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION URGING THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL DEFENSE AND SECURITY TO INVESTIGATE, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, NEWS REPORTS ON THE PRESENCE OF ONE HUNDRED JIHADISTS IN MINDANAO AND LAY DOWN TACTICAL MEASURES TO UPHOLD NATIONAL SECURITY UPON VERIFYING THE SAME”
By Representative Castelo
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 149, entitled:
“RESOLUTION REQUESTING THE APPROPRIATE COMMITTEE TO MAKE AN INVESTIGATION ON THE INFUX OF E-BIKES AND SCOOTERS PLYING THE STREETS”
By Representative Marquez
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 150, entitled:
“RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE CONDUCT OF A STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE OPERATIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THE FORMULATION OF A RIGHTSIZING PLAN WITH AN ACCOMPANYING EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE BENEFIT FOR AFFECTED PERSONNEL, AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A ONE-TIME SEPARATE EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE BENEFIT FOR QUALIFIED PERSONNEL”
By Representative Benitez
TO THE COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS

House Resolution No. 151, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES EXPRESSING WARMEST FELICITATIONS AND CONGRATULATIONS TO THE IGLESIA NI CRISTO ON ITS 105TH FOUNDING ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION”

House Resolution No. 152, entitled:
“RESOLUTION DECLARING OCTOBER 5 OR WORLD TEACHERS’ DAY AND EVERY YEAR THEREAFTER AS NON-WORKING DAY FOR ALL TEACHERS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS”
By Representative Arenas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE

House Resolution No. 153, entitled:
“RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON GOOD GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE ALLEGED MASSIVE CORRUPTION IN THE PHILIPPINE CHARITY SWEEPSTAKES OFFICE”
By Representatives Zarate, Gaite and Cullamat
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 154, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ORDER AND SAFETY, THE COMMITTEE ON JUSTICE, AND THE VISAYAS DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE SPATE OF KILLINGS IN THE ISLAND OF NEGROS AND TO URGE ALL CONCERNED AUTHORITIES TO WORK TOWARDS THE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF JUSTICE FOR THE VICTIMS”
By Representatives Limkaichong, Sagarrabarria, Valmayor, Cueva, Benitez, Ferrer (Juliet), Paduano, Chatto, Abaya, Amatong, Belmonte, Billones, Bordado, Daza, Del Mar, Umali (Alfonso), Erice, Hataman, Lagman, Quimbo, Ramirez-Sato, Gasataya and Ong (Jose)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 155, entitled:
“RESOLUTION URGING THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO MANIFEST THEIR SUPPORT
TO THE YOUTH’S STAND FOR THE FUTURE, STAND WITH THE YOUTH UNITY STATEMENT”
By Representatives Elago, Castro (France), Zarate, Gaite, Cullamat and Brosas
TO THE COMMITTEE ON YOUTH AND SPORTS DEVELOPMENT

House Resolution No. 156, entitled:
“RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON BANKS AND FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES AND OTHER APPROPRIATE COMMITTEES TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE UNILATERAL ACT OF CERTAIN BANKS TO CLOSE THE ACCOUNTS OF REMITTANCE AGENTS, FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEALERS AND MONEY CHANGERS”
By Representatives Pineda and Romero
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 157, entitled:
“RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND INDUSTRY AND OTHER APPROPRIATE COMMITTEES TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE CHARGING OF PARKING FEES ON MALLS AND OTHER SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS INCLUDING GOVERNMENT FACILITIES WITH THE END IN VIEW OF ENACTING LEGISLATION TO REGULATE THE SAME”
By Representatives Pineda and Romero
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 158, entitled:
“RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, INTO THE ALLEGED INCONSISTENCIES AND FAILURE IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7305, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE MAGNA CARTA OF PUBLIC HEALTH WORKERS, SPECIFICALLY THE PAYMENT OF ALLOWANCES AND BENEFITS TO PUBLIC HEALTH WORKERS (PHWs), WITH THE END IN VIEW OF ADDRESSING THESE POLICY GAPS AND ADOPTING PROGRAMS OF ACTION TO MAKE THE LAW EFFECTIVE, ESPECIALLY IN THE FACE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE (UHC) ACT”
By Representative Tan (Angelina)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 159, entitled:
By Representative Tan (Angelina)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 160, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE STATUS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRANSMISSION DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF THE NATIONAL GRID CORPORATION OF THE PHILIPPINES AND OTHER RELATED LAWS”
By Representatives Dagooc, De Jesus, Ebcas and Guya
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 161, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE EPIRA LAW AND ITS IMPLEMENTING RULES AND REGULATIONS IN RELATION TO THE WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY SPOT MARKET RULES AND OTHER RELEVANT ISSUANCES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY AND THE ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION”
By Representatives Dagooc, De Jesus, Ebicas and Guya
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 162, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION COMMENDING AND CONGRATULATING THE 2019 PHILIPPINE CHEMISTRY TEAM WHO COMPETED IN THE 51ST INTERNATIONAL CHEMISTRY OLYMPIAD IN PARIS, FRANCE”
By Representative Silverio
TO THE COMMITTEE ON YOUTH AND SPORTS DEVELOPMENT

House Resolution No. 163, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION COMMENDING THE IGLESIA NI CRISTO IN CELEBRATION OF ITS 105TH FOUNDING ANNIVERSARY”
By Representative Silverio
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 164, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION COMMENDING AND CONGRATULATING MR. ARTHUR REINER V. DE BELEN FOR WINNING THE SILVER MEDAL IN THE 51ST EDITION OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHEMISTRY OLYMPIAD HELD IN PARIS, FRANCE”
By Representative Silverio
TO THE COMMITTEE ON YOUTH AND SPORTS DEVELOPMENT

House Resolution No. 165, entitled:
“RESOLUTION URGING THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MMDA PROVINCIAL BUS BAN ON EDSA”
By Representative Villafuerte
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 166, entitled:
“RESOLUTION EXPRESSING THE SENSE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO CONDEMN THE SPATE OF EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLINGS IN THE ISLAND OF NEGROS, AND CALL ON THE AUTHORITIES TO IMMEDIATELY STOP THE KILLINGS AND BRING THE PERPETRATORS TO JUSTICE”
By Representatives Castro (France), Zarate, Gaite, Cullamat, Brosas and Elago
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 167, entitled:
“RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE REPORTED UNCEMORIOUS TERMINATION OF BARANGAY HEALTH WORKERS (BHW) BY BARANGAY AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND ITS EFFECT TO THE DELIVERY OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES”
By Representative Co (Angelica)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 168, entitled:
By Representative Elago
TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

House Resolution No. 169, entitled:
“RESOLUTION URGING THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO PROBE THE RELEASE OF SANGGUNIANG KABATAAN FUNDS AND ITS UTILIZATION”
By Representative Elago
TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
House Resolution No. 170, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE APPROPRIATE HOUSE COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION, IN AID OF LEGISLATION ON THE EXISTENCE AND CIRCULATION OF LOCAL VINEGAR BRANDS MADE FROM SYNTHETIC ACETIC ACID AND FOR CONCERNED AGENCIES TO PURSUE RESULTS OF ITS INTER-AGENCY MEETING TOWARDS THE SAFETY OF FILIPINO CONSUMERS”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE AND INDUSTRY

House Resolution No. 171, entitled:
“RESOLUTION URGING THE APPROPRIATE HOUSE COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, INTO THE LEGALITY OF, AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN, THE ACTIONS OF FORTUNE MEDICARE, INC. (FORTUNE CARE) IN NO LONGER RENEWING THE NON-LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACTS OF EXISTING MEMBERS”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH

House Resolution No. 172, entitled:
“RESOLUTION MANDATING THE LAND TRANSPORTATION FRANCHISING AND REGULATORY BOARD (LTFRB) TO REVIEW AND CLARIFY THE NATURE, PURPOSE, AND RESTRICTIONS OF GARAGE-Terminal (GT)/UTILITY VEHICLE (UV) EXPRESS FRANCHISES, AND FOR THE PROPER IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE FRANCHISES.”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 173, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION SEEKING THE CREATION BY THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF AN INTER-AGENCY TASK FORCE ON THE REVISION OF LAWS ON LAND TRANSPORTATION, ROAD SAFETY FOR THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF DRAFTING A NEW LAND TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC CODE”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 174, entitled:
“RESOLUTION URGING THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE ACTIONS OF THE PHILIPPINE DAILY INQUIRER AND THE PHILIPPINE STAR IN ALLEGED SPREADING OF FALSE NEWS, UNFAIR REPORTING OUT OF CONTEXT, AND OTHER ACTS OF IRRESPONSIBLE REPORTING”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 175, entitled:
“RESOLUTION URGING THE APPROPRIATE HOUSE COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, ON THE ACTIONS OF THE HOUSING AND LAND USE REGULATORY BOARD (HLURB) IN IMPLEMENTING MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO. 09, SERIES OF 2018 AND HLURB RESOLUTION NO. 965, SERIES OF 2017, CONTAINING PROCEDURAL AND OTHER CUMBERSOME REQUIREMENTS OSTensibly IN CONFLICT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7279”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 176, entitled:
“RESOLUTION URGING THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE TO CALL UPON PRESIDENT RODRIGO ROA DUTERTE TO RETAIN THE EXISTING LEGISLATED MINIMUM AGE OF CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY (MACR) OF CHILDREN IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW (CICL) AND INSTEAD PROVIDE FUNDING AND RESOURCES TO BETTER THE IM-
PLEMENTATION OF THE EXISTING LAWS”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON JUSTICE

House Resolution No. 177, entitled:
“RESOLUTION CONGRATULATING SEAN OMAR FRANCISCO FOR GETTING AN HONORABLE MENTION AND BRONZE MEDAL IN THE RECENTLY CONCLUDED 2019 VANDA SCIENCE GLOBAL FINALS HELD IN KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA”
By Representative Marquez
TO THE COMMITTEE ON YOUTH AND SPORTS DEVELOPMENT

House Resolution No. 178, entitled:
“RESOLUTION CALLING FOR AN INVESTIGATION IN AID OF LEGISLATION BY THE APPROPRIATE COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON THE EXCLUSION OF AGRICULTURALLY VIABLE PARCELS OF LAND IN SARIAYA, QUEZON FROM IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPREHENSIVE AGRARIAN REFORM PROGRAM”
By Representatives Suarez (David) and Villaraza-Suarez
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 179, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE COMMITTEES ON BASIC EDUCATION AND CULTURE AND HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION TO EXPLORE THE TEACHING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE AS ALTERNATIVE ACADEMIC AND ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS FOR OUT-OF-SCHOOL YOUTH”
By Representative Castelo
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 180, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING THE IMPORTANT ROLE OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION AND HONORING THE GAINS OF THE RURAL ELECTRIFICATION PROGRAM THROUGH ITS PARTNERSHIP WITH ELECTRIC CO-OPERATIVES IN PROVIDING ELECTRICITY TO RURAL AREAS”
By Representatives Dagooc, De Jesus, Eb-cas and Guya
TO THE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY

House Resolution No. 181, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, THROUGH THE APPROPRIATE COMMITTEE, TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY IN AID OF LEGISLATION ON THE STATUS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PASIG–MARIKINA RIVER FLOOD CONTROL PROJECTS UNDER THE JAPAN INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AGENCY (JICA)”
By Representative Fernando
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 182, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, THROUGH THE COMMITTEE ON HIGHER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION, TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY IN AID OF LEGISLATION ON THE STATUS OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY’S (TESDA) PHILIPPINE TVET COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT AND CERTIFICATION SYSTEM (PTCACS)”
By Representative Fernando
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 183, entitled:
“RESOLUTION URGING THE APPROPRIATE HOUSE COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, INTO THE ACTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH (DOH) ON THE OVER-STOCKING OF NEAR EXPIRY DRUGS”
By Representative Herrera-Dy
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 184, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION DIRECTING THE CONDUCT OF INVESTIGATION IN AID OF LEGISLATION ON THE
CAUSES OF DELAY IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF AND DISPERSEL OF MEDICINES AND RECOMMEND MEASURES FOR THEIR PROPER WAREHOUSING, MONITORING AND IMMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION AND PROVIDING PENALTIES THEREFOR”

By Representative Robes
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 185, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION STRONGLY CONDEMNING THE RECENT SERIES OF KILLINGS OF LAWYERS, PROSECUTORS AND JUDGES; DIRECTING THE COMMITTEE ON JUSTICE AND OTHER APPROPRIATE COMMITTEES TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY, IN AID OF LEGISLATION, OF THESE KILLINGS; AND URGING THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND PHILIPPINE NATIONAL POLICE TO FORM A SPECIAL TASK FORCE, IN COORDINATION AND COLLABORATION WITH THE COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE INTEGRATED BAR OF THE PHILIPPINES, TO CONDUCT THE NECESSARY LEGAL ACTIONS”

By Representative Nograles (Juan)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 186, entitled:
“RESOLUTION URGING THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES THRU THE COMMITTEE ON GOOD GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY TO CONDUCT AN INQUIRY IN AID OF LEGISLATION INTO THE FINANCIAL, AND OPERATIONAL VIABILITY OF THE PHILIPPINE HEALTH INSURANCE CORPORATION IN LINE WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF REPUBLIC ACT NO.11223 OR THE UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE ACT”

By Representative Garin (Janette)
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

RESUMPTION OF SESSION

The session resumed at 4:15 p.m.

REFERENCE OF BUSINESS

(Continuation)

RESOLUTIONS

House Resolution No. 187, entitled:
“A RESOLUTION OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES EXPRESSING RAGE AND CONDEMNATION ON THE SERIES OF KILLINGS IN NEGROS ISLAND WHERE AN INCREASE ON THE NUMBER OF DEATHS WAS SEEN SINCE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MEMORANDUM ORDER NO. 32 AND CALLING ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES TO IMMEDIATELY PUT AN END TO THE KILLINGS”

By Representatives Brosas, Zarate, Gaite, Cullamat, Castro (France) and Elago
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

House Resolution No. 188, entitled:

By Representatives Cayetano (Alan Peter), Romualdez (Ferdinand), Abante and Pichay
TO THE COMMITTEE ON RULES

SUSPENSION OF SESSION

Whereupon, the Chair motu proprio suspended the session at 4:14 p.m.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

THE HONORABLE SPEAKER
and Members of the House of Representatives
House of Representatives,
Bataan Hills, Quezon City

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Pursuant to Section 27(1), Article VI of the 1987 Constitution, I am returning herewith without my signature the consolidated enrolled Senate Bill No. 1826 / House Bill No. 5906, entitled:


I stand by my firm commitment to protect the workers' right to security of tenure by eradicating all forms of abusive employment practices. Our goal, however, has always been to target the abuse, while leaving businesses free to engage in those practices beneficial to both management and the workforce. While the bill mosty codifies into law existing rules, regulations, orders, and jurisprudence on matters of labor-only contracting and security of tenure, it likewise unduly broadens the scope and definition of prohibited labor-only contracting, effectively prescribing forms of contractualization that are not particularly unfavorable to the employees involved.

Indeed, while labor-only contracting must be prohibited, legitimate job-contracting should be allowed, provided that the contractor is well capitalized, has sufficient investments, and affords its employees all the benefits provided for under the labor laws. Businesses should be allowed to determine whether they should outsource certain activities or not, especially when job-contracting will result in economy and efficiency in their operations, with no detriment to the workers, regardless of whether this is directly related to their business. This is especially critical since empirical data shows that the Philippines is currently at a disadvantage already in terms of cost and flexibility of labor use compared to its peers in the region.

The Supreme Court of the Philippines, on several occasions, has ruled that while the Philippine Constitution provides that the State shall protect the rights of workers and promote their welfare, such constitutional policy is not intended to oppress or destroy capital and management, and a healthy balance between the conflicting interests of labor and management must be observed. I believe the sweeping expansion of the definition of labor-only contracting destroys the delicate balance and will place capital and management at an impossibility difficult predicament with adverse consequences to the Filipino workers in the long term.

In view of these considerations, I am constrained to veto the above mentioned Enrolled Bill.

Very truly yours,

THE PRESIDENT OF THE PHILIPPINES

Copy furnished:
Sen. Vicente C. Sotto III
Senate President
The Philippine Senate
Pasay City

Sec. Adelino B. Sitoy
Head
Presidential Legislative Liaison Office
New Executive
Malacanang, Manila
COMMUNICATIONS

Letter dated July 31, 2018 of Joseph B. Anacay, Regional Director, Commission on Audit (COA), Cordillera Administrative Region, La Trinidad, Benguet, furnishing the House of Representatives with 2017 Annual Audit Report of the Baguio Water District, Baguio City.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letter dated 31 May 2019 of Sarah Lou Y. Arriola, Undersecretary, Office of the Undersecretary for Migrant Workers' Affairs, Department of Foreign Affairs, submitting to the House of Representatives the Report to Congress on Assistance to Nationals for the period July to December 2018 (in digital format).

TO THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Letter dated June 4, 2019 of Police Brigadier General Gilberto DC. Cruz, Regional Director, National Police Commission, Philippine National Police (PNP), Police Regional Office 13, furnishing the House of Representatives with Detailed Accomplishments in the Utilization of Confidential and Counter-Intelligence Funds for the months of January-June 2019 of Police Regional Office 13 (CARAGA).

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letters dated 4 and 10 June 2019 of Janice G. Ayson-Zales, Deputy Director, Office of the General Counsel and Legal Services, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), furnishing the House of Representatives with duly certified and authenticated BSP issuances, to wit:

1. Circular No. 1041 dated 29 May 2019; and

TO THE COMMITTEE ON BANKS AND FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

Letter dated June 13, 2019 of Michael G. Aguinaldo, Chairperson, Commission on Audit, providing the House of Representatives with copies of the CY 2017 and/or 2018 Annual Audit Reports/Management Letters of the following agencies:

A. CY 2018 Annual Audit Reports:
   1. AFP Retirement and Separation Benefits System;
   2. Alabang-Sto. Tomas Development, Inc.;
   3. APO Production Unit, Inc.;
   4. Batangas Land Company, Inc.;
   5. Central Bank Board of Liquidators;
   6. Credit Information Corporation;
   7. DBP Data Center, Inc.;
   8. DBP Leasing Corporation;
   9. DBP Management Corporation;
   10. Employees' Compensation Commission;
   11. First Cavite Industrial Estate, Inc.;
   12. GY Real Estate, Inc.;
   13. Inter-Island Gas Service, Inc.;
   14. Kamayan Realty Corporation;
   15. Landbank Countryside Development Foundation, Inc.;
   16. Lung Center of the Philippines;
   17. Manila Gas Corporation;
   18. Masaganang Sakahan, Inc.;
   19. National Agribusiness Corporation (NABCOR);
   20. National Home Mortgage Finance Corporation;
   22. NDC – Philippine Infrastructure Corporation;
   23. NIA Consult, Inc. (NIACI);
   24. Northeastern Luzon Pacific Coastal Service Inc.;
   25. Palacio Del Gobernador Condominium Corporation;
   26. Philippine Agricultural Development and Commercial Corporation (PADCC);
   27. Philippine Center for Economic Development;
   28. Philippine Children’s Medical Center;
   29. Philippine Forest Corporation (PFC);
   30. Philippine Heart Center;
   31. Philippine Institute for Development Studies;
   32. Philippine International Convention Center, Inc.
   33. Philippine International Trading Corporation;
   34. Philippine Pharma Procurement, Inc.
   35. Pinagkaisa Realty Corporation;
   36. PNOC Alternative Fuels Corporation;
   37. PNOC Development and Management Corporation;
   38. PNOC Shipping and Transport Corporation;
39. Social Housing Finance Corporation;  
40. Southern Utility Management and Services, Inc.; and  
41. ZNAC Rubber Estate Corporation (ZREC).

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letters dated 13 and 19 June 2019 of Janice G. Ayson-Zales, Deputy Director, Office of the General Counsel and Legal Services, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), furnishing the House of Representatives with duly certified and authenticated BSP issuances, to wit:

2. Circular Letter No. CL-2019-042 dated 4 June 2019; and  

TO THE COMMITTEE ON BANKS AND FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

Letter dated June 14, 2019 of Atty. Usmin P. Diamel, Director IV, Regional Director, Commission on Audit, Regional Office No. XIII, Butuan City, submitting to the House of Representatives copies of the CY 2017 and/or 2018 Annual Audit Reports of the following Water Districts (WDs):

1. Bislig City Water District, Bislig City, Surigao del Sur;  
2. Bunawan Water District, Bunawan, Agusan del Sur;  
3. Carmen Water District, Carmen, Surigao del Sur;  
4. Lianga Water District, Lianga, Surigao del Sur;  
5. Nasipit Water District, Nasipit, Agusan del Norte;  
6. Placer Water District, Placer, Surigao del Norte;  
7. San Francisco Water District, San Francisco, Agusan del Sur;  
8. San Jose (Dinagat Islands) Water District, San Jose, Province of Dinagat Islands;  
9. Sibagat Water District, Sibagat, Agusan del Sur;  
10. Socorro Water District, Socorro, Surigao del Norte;  
11. Surigao Metropolitan Water District, Surigao City, Surigao del Norte;  
12. Tagbina Water District, Tagbina, Surigao del Sur; and  
13. Tandag City Water District, Tandag, Surigao del Sur.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letter dated June 17, 2019 of Maria Eloisa A. Cajeles, State Auditor II, OIC-Audit Team Leader, Commission on Audit (COA), Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority (SBMA), Subic Bay Freeport Zone, Olongapo City, furnishing the House of Representatives with the Annual Audit Report (AAR) for FY 2018 of Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority (SBMA).

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS


TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISES AND PRIVATIZATION

Letter dated June 21, 2019 of Janet B. Abuel, Officer-in-Charge, Department of Budget and Management, transmitting the consolidated Statement of Appropriations, Allotments, Obligations, Disbursements and Balances (SAAODB) of the national government agencies for the quarter ending March 31, 2019.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS


TO THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISES AND PRIVATIZATION

Letter dated June 24, 2019 of Michael G. Aguinaldo, Chairperson, Commission on Audit, providing the House of Representatives with copies of the CY 2018 Annual Audit Reports/Management Letters of the following agencies:

1. Department of the Interior and Local Government;  
2. National Police Commission;
3. Bureau of Fire Protection;
4. Local Government Academy;
5. Bureau of Jail Management and Penology;
6. Philippine Public Safety College;
7. Philippine National Police;
8. Department of National Defense;
10. Office of the Civil Defense;
11. Veterans Memorial Medical Center;
12. Philippine Veterans Affairs Office;
13. General Headquarters Armed Forces of the Philippines;
14. Armed Forces of the Philippines Commissary and Exchange Service;
15. Philippine Army;
16. Philippine Air Force;
17. Philippine Navy;
18. Department of Justice;
19. Bureau of Immigration;
20. National Bureau of Investigation;
21. Bureau of Corrections;
22. Parole and Probation Administration;
23. Land Registration Authority;
24. Public Attorney’s Office;
25. Office of the Solicitor General;
26. Office of the Government Corporate Counsel; and
27. Presidential Commission on Good Government.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letter dated June 25, 2019 of Michael G. Aguinaldo, Chairperson, Commission on Audit, providing the House of Representatives with copies of the CY 2018 Annual Audit Reports of the following agencies:

1. Cooperative Development Authority;
2. Department of Foreign Affairs;
3. Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process; and

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS


TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letter dated June 28, 2019 of Dominador M. Chiong, Jr., MD, FPCS, FACS, Director, Veterans Memorial Medical Center, furnishing the House of Representatives with a copy of the Veterans Memorial Medical Center’s Agency Action Plan and Status of Implementation (AAPS) on the Annual Audit Report (AAR) for FY 2018.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letters dated 2 July 2019 of Janice G. Ayson-Zales, Deputy Director, Office of the General Counsel and Legal Services, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), furnishing the House of Representatives with duly certified and authenticated BSP issuances, to wit:

1. Circular Letter No. CL-2019-043 dated 19 June 2019; and

TO THE COMMITTEE ON BANKS AND FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

Letter dated July 3, 2019 of Atty. Eden T. Rafanan, Regional Director, Commission on Audit, Cordillera Administrative Region, La Trinidad, Benguet, furnishing the House of Representatives with copies of the Biennial Audit Reports and Annual Audit Reports of the following Water Districts and Other Stand-Alone Agencies:

A. 2017 and 2018 Biennial Audit Reports:
   1. Banaue Water District, Banaue, Ifugao;
   2. Bucay Water District, Bucay, Abra;
   3. Dolores Water District, Dolores, Abra;
   4. Ifugao Water District, Lagawe, Ifugao;
   5. Lagangilang Water District, Lagangilang, Abra;
   6. Metro Bangued Water District, Bangued, Abra; and
   7. San Juan Water District, San Juan, Abra.

B. Annual Audit Reports:
   1. Baguio Water District, Baguio City;
   2. La Trinidad Water District, La Trinidad, Benguet; and

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letter dated July 3, 2019 of Ma. Sheila A. Ramos, State Auditor IV, OIC – Supervising Auditor, Commission on Audit, Regional Office No. VI, Ungka I, Pavia, Iloilo, furnishing the House of Representatives with copies of the Annual Audit Reports (AARs) for the year ended December 31, 2018 on the following State Universities and Colleges:

1. Aklan State University, Banga, Aklan;
2. University of Antique;
3. Capiz State University;
4. West Visayas State University & Medical Center;
5. Iloilo Science and Technology University;
6. Guimaras State College;
7. Iloilo State College of Fisheries; and
8. Northern Iloilo Polytechnic State College.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letter dated July 8, 2019 of Cecilia C. Borromeo, President and CEO, Landbank of the Philippines, Landbank Plaza, Malate, Manila, submitting to the House of Representatives their report on the Utilization of Funds for the Unconditional Cash Transfer Program (2nd qtr-CY 2019).

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letters dated 8 July 2019 of Janice G. Ayson-Zales, Deputy Director, Office of the General Counsel and Legal Services, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), furnishing the House of Representatives with duly certified and authenticated BSP issuances, to wit:

4. Memorandum No. M-2019-018 dated 2 July 2019; and

TO THE COMMITTEE ON BANKS AND FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

Letter dated July 11, 2019 of Ma. Corazon S. Gomez, Regional Director, Regional Office No. IV-B, Commission on Audit, submitting to the House of Representatives the 2018 Annual Audit Reports (AARs) for the following National Government Sector (NGS) – State Universities and Colleges (SUCs) and other NGS Stand-Alone Agencies (SAAs) and Corporate Government Sector (CGS) Water Districts (WDs) and other CGS Stand-alone Agencies (SAAs) of COA Region IV-B (MIMAROPA):

State Universities and Colleges and Other Stand-alone Agencies:
1. Marinduque State College, Boac, Marinduque;
2. Palawan Council for Sustainable Development Staff, Puerto Princesa City;
3. Romblon State University, Odiongan, Romblon;
4. Palawan State University, Puerto Princesa City;
5. Mindoro State College of Agriculture and Technology;
6. Occidental Mindoro State College; and
7. Western Philippines University, Aborlan, Palawan.

B. Water Districts:
1. Naujan Water District, Province of Oriental Mindoro;
2. Pinamalayan Water District, Province of Oriental Mindoro;
3. Pola Water District, Province of Oriental Mindoro;
4. Sablayan Water District, Province of Occidental Mindoro;
5. San Jose Water District, Province of Occidental Mindoro;
6. Culion Palawan Water District, Province of Palawan;
7. Puerto Princesa City Water District, Province of Palawan;
8. Roxas Palawan Water District, Province of Palawan;
9. Taytay Palawan Water District, Province of Palawan;
10. Odiongan Water District, Odiongan, Romblon; and
11. Romblon Water District, Romblon.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

Letters dated 12 July 2019 of Marissa M. Reyes, Acting Deputy Director, Office of the General Counsel and Legal Services, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), furnishing the House of Representatives with duly certified and authenticated BSP issuances, to wit:

1. Circular Letter No. CL-2019-047 dated 8 July 2019; and

TO THE COMMITTEE ON BANKS AND FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES

Letters dated 23 July 2019 of Janice G. Ayson-Zales, Deputy Director, Office of the General Counsel and Legal Services, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), furnishing the House of Representatives with duly certified and authenticated BSP issuances, to wit:

4. Circular Letter No. CL-2019-052 dated 16 July 2019; and

2018 Annual Audit Reports of the following Water Districts (WDs):

1. San Rafael Water District, San Rafael, Bulacan;
2. Plaridel Water District, Plaridel, Bulacan;
3. Bocaue Water District, Bocaue, Bulacan;
4. Orani Water District, Orani, Bataan;
5. City of Malolos Water District, City of Malolos, Bulacan;
6. San Jose Del Monte City Water District, City of San Jose del Monte;
7. Floridablanca Water District, Floridablanca, Pampanga;
8. Meycauayan Water District, Meycauayan, Bulacan;
9. Santa Maria Water District, Santa Maria, Bulacan;
10. Mabalacat City Water District, Mabalacat City, Pampanga;
11. Guagua Water District, Guagua, Pampanga;
12. Mariveles Water District, Mariveles, Bataan;
13. Calumpit Water District, Calumpit, Bulacan;
14. Norzagaray Water District, Norzagaray, Bulacan;
15. Lubao Water District, Lubao, Pampanga;
16. City of San Fernando Water District, City of San Fernando, Pampanga;
17. Bulacan Water District, Bulakan, Bulacan;
18. Dinalupihan Water District, Dinalupihan, Bataan;
19. Hagonoy Water District, Hagonoy, Bulacan;
20. Santa Rosa (NE) Water District, Santa Rosa, Nueva Ecija;
21. Concepcion Water District, Concepcion, Tarlac;
22. Balanga Water District, City of Balanga, Bataan;
23. Marilao Water District, Marilao, Bulacan;
24. Angeles City Water District, Angeles City, Pampanga;
Baliwag Water District, Baliwag, Bulacan;
Subic Water District, Subic, Zambales;
Cabanatuan City Water District, Cabanatuan City, Nueva Ecija;
Tarlac City Water District, Tarlac City, Tarlac; and
Bustos Water District, Bustos, Bulacan.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

2018 Annual Audit Reports on twenty-six (26) Water Agencies:

1. Batac Water District, Batac City, Ilocos Norte;
2. Bangui Water District, Bangui, Ilocos Norte;
3. Dingras Water District, Dingras, Ilocos Norte;
4. Nueva Era Water District, Nueva Era, Ilocos Norte;
5. San Nicolas Water District, San Nicolas, Ilocos Norte;
6. Ilocos Norte Water District, Laoag City, Ilocos Norte;
7. Pagudpud Water District, Pagudpud, Ilocos Norte;
8. Sarrat Water District, Sarrat, Ilocos Norte;
9. Metro Vigan Water District, Vigan City, Ilocos Sur;
10. Magsingal Water District, Magsingal, Ilocos Sur;
11. Sinait Water District, Sinait, Ilocos Sur;
12. Tagudin Water District, Tagudin, Ilocos Sur;
13. Santa Water District, Santa, Ilocos Sur;
14. Narvacan Water District, Narvacan, Ilocos Sur;
15. Candon City Water District, Candon City, Ilocos Sur;
16. Sta. Lucia Water District, Sta. Lucia, Ilocos Sur;
17. Metro San Fernando Water District, City of San Fernando, La Union;
18. Naguilian Water District, Naguilian, La Union;
19. Balaoan Water District, Balaoan, La Union;
20. Rosario Water District, Rosario, La Union;
21. Poro Point Management Corporation, City of San Fernando, La Union;
22. Bani Water District, Bani, Pangasinan;
23. Binmaley Water District, Binmaley, Pangasinan;
24. San Carlos City Water District, San Carlos City, Pangasinan;
25. Alaminos City Water District, Alaminos City, Pangasinan; and

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

2018 Annual Audit Reports on the following Water Districts:

1. Bayambang Water District, Bayambang, Pangasinan;
2. Bugallon Water District, Bugallon, Pangasinan;
3. Dagupan City Water District, Dagupan City;
4. Lingayen Water District, Lingayen, Pangasinan;
5. Urbiztondo Water District, Urbiztondo, Pangasinan;
6. Dasol Water District, Dasol, Pangasinan;
7. Sto. Tomas Water District, Sto. Tomas, Pangasinan;
8. Manaoag Water District, Manaoag, Pangasinan;
9. Mangaldan Water District, Mangaldan, Pangasinan;
10. Mapandan Water District, Mapandan, Pangasinan;
11. San Manuel Water District, San Manuel, Pangasinan;
12. Pozorrubio Water District, Pozorrubio, Pangasinan;
13. Asingan Water District, Asingan, Pangasinan;
14. Binalonan Water District, Binalonan, Pangasinan;
15. Balungao Water District, Balungao, Pangasinan;
16. San Nicolas Water District, San Nicolas, Pangasinan;
17. Umingan Water District, Umingan, Pangasinan;
18. Metro Tayug Water District, Tayug, Pangasinan;
19. Urdaneta City Water District, Urdaneta, Pangasinan;
20. Alcala Water District, Alcala, Pangasinan;
21. San Quintin Water District, San Quintin, Pangasinan;
22. Villasis Water District, Villasis, Pangasinan;
23. Rosales Water District, Rosales, Pangasinan; and
24. Santa Maria Water District, Sta. Maria, Pangasinan.

TO THE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

SUSPENSION OF SESSION

The Chair motu proprio suspended the session at 4:23 p.m.

RESUMPTION OF SESSION

At 4:23 p.m., the session resumed with Deputy Speaker Conrado M. Estrella III presiding.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF GUESTS


ELECTION OF MAJORITY MEMBERS TO VARIOUS COMMITTEES

On successive motions of Representative Bondoc, there being no objection, the Body elected the following Members from the Majority to the committees specified hereunder:

Committee on Natural Resources

(as chairperson)


(as vice chairpersons)

Rep. Junie E. Cua
Rep. Allen Jesse C. Mangaog
Rep. Franz “Chicoy” E. Alvarez
Rep. Marissa Andaya

(as members)

Rep. Luisa LLoren Cuaresma
Rep. Wilfredo “Willy” S. Caminero
Rep. Julienne “Jam” Baronda
Rep. Alfelito “Alfel” M. Bascug

Committee on Justice

(as chairperson)

Rep. Vicente S.E. Veloso

(as vice chairpersons)

Rep. Rufus B. Rodriguez
Rep. Naella Rose Bainto-Aguinaldo
Rep. Jonathan Keith T. Flores
Rep. Juan Fidel Felipe F. Nogales

(as members)

Rep. Cyrille “Beng” F. Abueg-Zaldivar
Rep. Ruwel Peter S. Gonzaga
Rep. Doy C. Leachon
Rep. Cheryl P. Deloso-Montalla
Rep. Tyrone D. Agabas
Rep. Peter John D. Calderon
Rep. Dahlia A. Loyola
Rep. Manuel Luis “Manny” T. Lopez
Rep. Josephine Ramirez-Sato
Rep. Aleta C. Suarez
Rep. Hector S. Sanchez

Committee on Youth and Sports Development

(as chairperson)

Rep. Eric M. Martinez

(as vice chairpersons)

Rep. Jericho Jonas B. Nogales
Rep. Alberto “Bobby” D. Pacquiao
Rep. Manuel Luis “Manny” T. Lopez

(as members)

Rep. Divina Grace C. Yu
Rep. Alfred Vargas
Rep. Anthony Peter “Onyx” D. Crisologo
Rep. Antonino G. Calixto
Rep. Carl Nicolas C. Cari
Rep. Angelo Marcos Barba
Rep. Kristine Alexie B. Tutor
Rep. Ian Paul L. Dy
Rep. John Reynald M. Tiangco
Rep. Rommel Rico T. Angara
Rep. Jake Vincent Villa
Rep. Ed Christopher S. Go
Rep. Faustino “Inno” A. Dy V
Rep. Braeden John Q. Biron
Rep. Ian Paul L. Dy

Committee on National Defense and Security

(as chairperson)
Rep. Raul “Boboy” C. Tupas

(as vice chairpersons)
Rep. Rozzano Rufino B. Biazon
Rep. Antonino G. Calixto
Rep. Esmael G. Mangudadatu

(as members)
Rep. Sharee Ann Tee Tan*
Rep. Rudy S. Caoagdan, DPA
Rep. Jonathan Keith T. Flores
Rep. Rolando “Klarex” A. Uy
Rep. Samier A. Tan
Rep. Arnie B. Fuentebella
Rep. Erico Aristotle C. Aumentado
Rep. Michael John R. Duavit
Rep. John Reynald M. Tiangco
Rep. Manuel Jose “Mannix” M. Dalipe
Rep. Dahlia A. Loyola

Committee on Health

(as vice chairpersons)
Rep. Michael T. Defensor

Committee on Transportation

(as chairperson)
Rep. Leo Rafael M. Cueva

(as vice chairpersons)
Rep. Diego C. Ty
Rep. Janice Z. Salimbangon

Committee on Foreign Affairs

(as vice chairpersons)
Rep. Domingo C. Rivera
Rep. Manuel T. Sagarbarria*

(as members)
Rep. Vincent Franco D. Frasco
Rep. Julienne “Jarn” Baronda

THE PRIVILEGE HOUR

With leave of the House, on motion of Representative Bondoc, there being no objection, the Chair declared a Privilege Hour.

PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF REPRESENTATIVE BELMONTE

Recognized by the Chair upon motion of Representative Bondoc, Rep. Jose Christopher Y. Belmonte spoke about the robust composition of the House Minority bloc and their commonality with every Member of the House, whose goal is to work together in crafting laws that would improve the lives of the people.

After airing his displeasure over the sedition charges filed against Vice President Robredo and the Otso Diretso senatorial candidates who merely called out the current Administration’s false narratives, false hopes and false priorities, Representative Belmonte expressed optimism that after due and impartial process, the investigation will bear them out, as Bikoy’s allegations were all fictitious.


INTERPELLATION OF REPRESENTATIVE LAGMAN

Representatives Lagman and Belmonte focused their discussion on the content of the sworn statements submitted by Peter Joemel Advincula alias Bikoy dated May 29, 2019 and July 17, 2019, accusing VP Robredo and the Otso Diretso senatorial candidates with sedition, libel, cyber libel, and obstruction of justice. The two Members were in unison that based on the sole statements of an admitted ex-convict, and considering the absence of elements that should be existing in seditious acts as cited in the Revised Penal Code, it cannot be proven that the respondents committed such crimes, and opined that the Department of Justice (DOJ) should immediately drop the case against them.

Thereafter, citing his contra-SONA speech and other speeches from the Minority that critiqued the SONA, Representative Lagman deduced that to be an effective fiscalizer, one should not be co-opted by the Majority.

INTERPELLATION OF REPRESENTATIVE DEFENSOR

Representative Defensor said that while Representative Belmonte’s speech appeared to imply that there was an institutional attack against the opposition, he clarified that the case was filed by the Philippine National Police. He then expressed his confidence in the leadership and fairness of Secretary of Justice Menardo Guevarra, and that the opposition would be treated justly. Representative Belmonte then responded that even though Secretary Guevarra would do his best to render justice, there are other realities in the country that might affect the case differently.

REFERRAL OF PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF REPRESENTATIVE BELMONTE

On motion of Representative Herrera-Dy, there being no objection, the Body referred Representative Belmonte’s privilege speech and interpellations thereon to the Committee on Rules.

PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF REPRESENTATIVE CULLAMAT

On motion of Rep. Bernadette “BH” Herrera-Dy, there being no objection, the Chair recognized Rep. Eufemia “Ka Femia” C. Cullamat for her speech. She highlighted that the Philippines was identified as most dangerous country for land and environmental activists based on the 2018 report of Global Witness that also cited the massacre of nine sugarcane farmers in Negros Occidental.

After citing pertinent facts and figures from nongovernment organizations, Representative Cullamat asked Congress to investigate the killing of defenders of the ancestral domain and the adverse effects of the operations of large mining companies and infrastructure projects; urge the Duterte administration to address said deaths and invite United Nations representatives to assess the situation; and pass the Human Rights Defenders Bill.

REFERRAL OF PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF REPRESENTATIVE CULLAMAT

On motion of Representative Herrera-Dy, there being no objection, the Body referred
Representative Cullamat’s privilege speech to the Committee on Rules.

The Chair next recognized Rep. Mark O. Go upon motion of Representative Herrera-Dy.

PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF REPRESENTATIVE GO

Representative Go explained how the higher prices of fuel products in Baguio City as compared to those in lowland municipalities which are not very far from it, injure not only the transport sector but also the competitiveness and efficiency of local trade and commerce in the city. As he stressed that Baguio City is a prime tourist destination, he called for immediate government intervention as he emphasized the need for accountability among the market players concerned. He informed the Body that he had filed a resolution to inquire into said disparity as well as the overpricing of fuel products in Northern Luzon. He asked his colleagues to see if their districts have similar irregularities so that they could collectively advocate for solutions thereto.

REFERRAL OF PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF REPRESENTATIVE CULLAMAT

On motion of Representative Herrera-Dy, there being no objection, the Body referred Representative Go’s privilege speech to the Committee on Rules.

EXTENSION OF THE PRIVILEGE HOUR

On further motion of Representative Herrera-Dy, there being no objection, the Body approved to extend the Privilege Hour by one more hour.

PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF REPRESENTATIVE BORDADO

Next recognized by the Chair upon motion of Representative Herrera-Dy. Rep. Gabriel H. Bordado Jr. welcomed the recent injunction of a Regional Trial Court of Quezon City on the Metro Manila Development Authority (MMDA) and Land Transportation and Franchising Regulatory Board’s (LTFRB) ban of provincial buses along EDSA. He concurred with the court’s decision, part of which he read into the records, that the MMDA and LTFRB failed to consult the stakeholders of the ban. He said that while he supported traffic decongestion in EDSA, such should not have been done by placing travelers in an excruciating bind.

REFERRAL OF PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF REPRESENTATIVE BORDADO

On motion of Representative Herrera-Dy, there being no objection, the Body also referred Representative Bordado’s privilege speech to the Committee on Rules.

Thereafter, on motion of Representative Herrera-Dy, the Chair recognized Deputy Speaker Dan S. Fernandez for his privilege speech.

PRIVILEGE SPEECH OF DEPUTY SPEAKER FERNANDEZ

In his speech, Deputy Speaker Fernandez expressed concern on the writ of preliminary injunction issued by the RTC of Quezon City seeking to enjoin the MMDA and LTFRB from implementing the ban of provincial buses along EDSA. He stated that said injunction had put a restraint on the various proposed solutions to solve the horrendous traffic situation in EDSA such as the establishment of an integrated bus terminal system on the outskirts of Metro Manila. Among which is the operation of the $2.7-billion Sta. Rosa Integrated Terminal System which was envisioned to be a state-of-the-art facility that would serve as a transfer point for provincial and in-city transportation just like the Parañaque Integrated Terminal Exchange (PITEX).

He lamented however that after all the work that have been done by the city government of Santa Rosa in partnership with the MMDA and LTFRB, said injunction was issued by the RTC. He stressed that it is time to give a chance to the operation of an interim terminal bus system that would decongest the bus terminals along EDSA and would probably also address the traffic situation in Metro Manila.

Representative Fernandez emphasized that a dry-run was necessary in order to determine the viability of this policy of transferring the bus terminals on the outskirts of Metro Manila. and reasoned out that it was high time that EDSA be freed from future disarray.

On motion of Representative Herrera-Dy, there being no objection, the Chair recognized Rep. Alfredo A. Garbin Jr. for his interpellation.
INTERPELLATION OF REPRESENTATIVE GARBIN

Initially agreeing on the need to find a viable solution to the EDSA traffic problem, Representative Garbin however argued that adopting a policy affecting millions of Filipinos should be accompanied by actual studies based on empirical data. Further, he said that the MMDA should determine the real cause of the problem, and stressed that an integrated and intermodal terminal, and not interim terminals, as provided under a National Economic and Development Authority board resolution, is considered to be the legal and economic framework for the success of any transport system.

To Representative Garbin’s succeeding arguments, Deputy Speaker Fernandez explained that due to the complexity of the traffic problem, the MMDA had to experiment with various possible solutions. He assured the former that the different stakeholders were consulted before adopting the proposed ban on provincial buses on EDSA and that the policy would not cause more P2P buses to operate in EDSA and neither would it increase the transport fare.

Representative Garbin opined that before closing legitimate provincial bus terminals, MMDA and LTFRB should first conduct a crackdown on illegal transport terminals and colorum vehicles.

SUSPENSION OF PRIVILEGE HOUR

To give way to the oath-taking of newly-elected deputy speakers and with the indulgence of Deputy Speaker Fernandez, on motion of Representative Bondoc, there being no objection, the Body suspended the Privilege Hour.

SUSPENSION OF SESSION

On motion of Representative Bondoc, the Chair suspended the session at 6:24 p.m.

RESUMPTION OF SESSION

The session resumed at 6:27 p.m.

SUSPENSION OF SESSION

On motion of Representative Bondoc, the Chair suspended the session at 6:27 p.m.

RESUMPTION OF SESSION

The session resumed at 6:29 p.m.

ELECTION OF MAJORITY MEMBERS TO VARIOUS COMMITTEES

On successive motions of Representative Bondoc, there being no objection, the Body elected the following Members from the Majority to the committees specified hereunder:

Committee on Legislative Franchises

(as vice chairpersons)

Rep. Abraham “Bambol” N. Tolentino
Rep. Antonio “Tonypet” T. Alban
Rep. Jose “Pingping” I. Tejada
Rep. Faustino Michael Carlos T. Dy III

(as members)

Rep. Cyrille “Beng” F. Abueg-Zaldivar
Rep. Faustino “Inno” A. Dy V
Rep. Dale “Along” R. Malapitan
Rep. Eric M. Martinez
Rep. Alfred Vargas
Rep. Divina Grace C. Yu
Rep. Julienne “Jam” Baronda
Rep. Anthony Peter “Onyx” D. Crisologo
Rep. Luis “Jon-Jon” A. Ferrer IV
Rep. Strike B. Revilla
Rep. Samantha Louise Vargas Alfonso
Rep. Rolando M. Valeriano
Rep. Sol Aragones
Rep. Eleandro Jesus F. Madrona
Rep. Deogracias Victor “DV” B. Savellano
Rep. Frederick W. Siao
Rep. Ian Paul L. Dy
Rep. Weslie T. Gatchalian
Rep. Precious Hipolito Castelo
Rep. Alyssa Sheena P. Tan, CPA
Rep. Christian S. Unabia
Rep. Raymond Democrito C. Mendoza
Rep. Yedda Marie K. Romualdez
Rep. Eric Go Yap
Rep. Christopher V. P. de Venecia
Rep. Edward Vera Perez Maceda
Committee on Tourism
(as chairperson)
Rep. Sol Aragones

(as vice chairpersons)
Rep. Lucy Torres-Gomez
Rep. Yedda Marie K. Romualdez
Rep. Franz “Chicoy” E. Alvarez
Rep. Edgar M. Chatto
Rep. Manuel F. Zubiri

(as members)
Rep. Leo Rafael M. Cueva
Rep. Alfelito “Alfel” M. Bascug
Rep. Wilfredo “Willy” S. Caminero
Rep. Vicente S.E. Veloso
Rep. Micaela S. Violago
Rep. Rashidin H. Matba
Rep. Faustino “Inno” A. Dy V
Rep. Carlito S. Marquez
Rep. Solomon R. Chungalao
Rep. Ramon V. Guico III
Rep. Jose “Pingping” I. Tejada
Rep. Mark O. Go
Rep. Rogelio Neil P. Roque
Rep. Ma. Lourdes Acosta-Alba
Rep. Josefi na B. Tallado
Rep. Francisco Jose “Bingo” F. Matugas II,
CPA, CESO, LLB
Rep. Cyrille “Beng” F. Abueg-Zaldivar
Rep. Fernando T. Cabredo
Rep. Lorenz R. Defensor
Rep. Estrellita B. Suansing
Rep. Ria Christina G. Fariñas
Rep. Janice Z. Salimbangon

RESUMPTION OF SESSION

The session resumed at 6:33 p.m.

OATH-TAKING OF DEPUTY SPEAKERS

Whereupon, on succeeding motions of Majority Leader Ferdinand Martin G. Romualdez, there being no objection, the following Members who were recently elected as deputy speakers of the House ascended the rostrum one after another and took their oaths of office before Speaker Alan Peter “Compañero” S. Cayetano:

1. Rep. Neptali M. Gonzales II
2. Rep. Dan S. Fernandez

MANIFESTATION OF REPRESENTATIVE GONZALEZ

Recognized by the Chair on motion of Representative Bondoc, Rep. Sandro L. Gonzalez informed the Body that in a letter dated July 5, 2019 addressed to the Board of Trustees of MARINO Party-List, Rep. Jose Antonio G. Lopez tendered his resignation as a Member of the House of Representatives and as second nominee of the said party-list. He added that in a special meeting, the board unanimously accepted Representative Lopez’s resignation and resolved to submit to the Commission on Elections (Comelec) the certified list of nominees of their party.

Thereupon, Representative Gonzalez requested the Body to accept Representative Lopez’s resignation and to drop him from the Roll of Members in order to allow the third nominee to assume the position vacated by Representative Lopez.

DROPPING FROM THE ROLL OF MEMBERS OF REPRESENTATIVE LOPEZ (J.A.) AS MARINO PARTY-LIST REPRESENTATIVE

Given the manifestation of Representative Gonzalez, on motion of Representative Bondoc, there being no objection, the Body accepted the resignation of Representative Lopez as a Member of the House and instructed the Secretary General to (1) drop his name from the Roll of Members of the House of Representatives, and (2) inform...
the Comelec of the acceptance by the House of Representatives of the resignation of Representative Lopez.

MANIFESTATION OF REPRESENTATIVE BONDOC

As manifested by Representative Bondoc, the Body approved the following corrections in the records of the House:

1. To correct the election on August 5, 2019 of a Member named “Reynaldo Umali” as vice-chairperson of the Committee on Housing and Urban Development to read instead as Rep. Alfonso V. Umali Jr.;

2. To indicate Rep. Cesar “Jawo” L. Jimenez Jr. as the duly elected member of the Committee on Ways and Means instead of “Rep. Cesar Chavez”;

3. To invalidate the earlier election of Rep. Manuel T. Sagarbarria as member of the Committee on Foreign Affairs and reaffirm his election as vice chairperson of the same committee; and

4. To invalidate the earlier election of Rep. Sharee Ann Tee Tan as member of the Committee on National Defense and Security on the part of the Majority, as she is a member of the Minority bloc.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF GUESTS

At this point, Representative Bondoc acknowledged the presence in the Session Hall of the guests of Minority Leader Bienvenido M. Abante Jr.

TERMINATION OF THE PRIVILEGE HOUR

On motion of Representative Bondoc, there being no objection, the Body terminated the Privilege Hour.

ADJOURNMENT OF SESSION

Thereupon, on motion of Representative Bondoc, there being no objection, the Chair declared the session adjourned until three o’clock in the afternoon of Wednesday, August 7, 2019.

It was 6:57 p.m.

I hereby certify to the correctness of the foregoing.

JOSE LUIS G. MONTALES
Secretary General

Approved on August 13, 2019.
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ABANTE
**** ABAYA
* ABELLANOSA
**** ABUEG-ZALDIVAR
ABU
**** ABUNDAMENTH
ACOSTA
* ACOSTA-ALBA
ADIONG
ADVINCULA
AGABAS
AGARAO
AGLIPAY
ALBANO (A.)
*** ALBANO (R.)
ALMARIO
*** ALONTE
ALVAREZ (F.)
*** ALVAREZ (G.)
ALVAREZ (P.)
**** AMANTE-MATBA
AMATONG
*** ANDAYA
ANGARA
ARAGONES
ARBISON
ARENAS
**** ARROYO
ATIENZA
* AUMENTADO
BABASA
**** BAGATSING
BAINTO-AGUINALDO
BALINDONG
*** BARBA
* BARBERS
BARONDA
BARZAGA
*** BASCUG
** BAUTISTA
*** BAUTISTA-BANDIGAN
BELMONTE
BENITEZ
BERNOS
** BIAZON
BILLONEDS
**** BIRON
* BOLILIA
BONDLOC

BORDADO
**** BRAVO
* BROSAS
**** BULUT
BUSTOS
CABATBAT
CABOCHAN
CABREDO
CAGAS
CALDERON
CALIXTO
CAMINERO
CAMPOS
CANAMA
CAOAGDAN
CARI
CASTELO
CASTRO (F.L.)
CASTRO (F.H.)
CAYETANO (A.P.)
CAYETANO (M.L.)
CELESTE
CHATTO
CHIPECO
CHUNGALAO
CO (A.N.)
CO (E.)
COJUANGCO
COLLANTES
CRI SOLOGO
CUA
CUEVA
DELLAMAT
DAGOOC
DALIPE
DALOG
DAZA
DE JESUS
*** DELOS SANTOS
DEL MAR
DELOS SANTOS-MONTALLA
DELOS SANTOS-MONTALLA
DIMAPORO (A.)
DIMAPORO (M.K.)
DUAVIT
DUJALI
DUTERTE
DY (F.)
DY (F.M.C.)
DY (I.P.)
EBCAS
ECLEO
ELAGO
** ENVERGA
* ERICE
ERMITA-BUHAIN
ESCUDERO
ESPINO
ESTRELLA
FARIÑAS (R.C.)
FARIÑAS I (R.C.)
FERNANDEZ
FERNANDO
FERRER (J.M.)
FERRER (L.)
FLORES
* FONGWAN
FORTUNO
FRASCO
**** FUENTE BELLA
GAITE
GARBIN
GARCIA (J.E.)
GARCIA (P.J.)
GARCIA (V.)
GARIN (J.)
GARIN (S.)
GASATAYA
GATCHELAN
GATO
GERON
GO (E.C.)
GO (M.)
GONZAGA
GONZALES (A.)
GONZALES (N.)
GONZALEZ
GORRITI
GUICO
GULLAS
* HARESCO
HATAMAN
HERNANDEZ
HERRERA-DY     OUANO-DIZON     SUAREZ (A.)
HOFER         PACQUIAO (A.)      SUAREZ (D.)
JALOSJOS     PACQUIAO (R.)      SUNTAY
JAVIER       PADIERNOS         SY-ALVARADO
JIMENEZ       PADUANO          TADURAN
KHO (E.)      PALMA             TALLADO
KHO (W.)      PANCHO            TAMBUNTING
KHONGHUN      PANOTES           TAN (A.S.)
LABADLABAD    PEÑA
t  LACSON      PICHAY
t  LACSON-NOEL  PIMENTEL
LAGMAN        PINEDA            TAN (A.)
LAGON         PLAZA             TAN (S.)
LARA          PUNO              TAN (S.A.)
LAZATIN       QIMBIO            TAN-JEVES (A.)
**** LEACHON    RADAZA          TANGGO
LEGARDA      RAMIREZ-SATO      TOLENTINO
LIM          RAMOS             TORRES-GOMEZ
LIMKAICHONG  REMULLA          TULFO
* LOPEZ (J.A.)  REVILLA         TUPAS
LOPEZ (M.L.)  REYES            TUTOR
LOYOLA        RIVERA            TY
MACAPAGAL ARROYO ROBES          UMAI (A.)
* MACEDA      RODRIGUEZ         UMAI (M.V.)
MADRONA      ROMAN              UNABIA
MALAPITAN    ROMERO            UNGAB
MANGAOANG    ROMUALDEZ (F.M.)  UY (J.)
MANGUDADATU  ROMUALDEZ (Y.M.)  UY (R.)
MARCOLETA    ROMUALDO          VALERIANO
MARIANO-HERNANDEZ ROMULO        VALMAYOR
MARINÓ       ROQUE
t  MARQUEZ     SACDALAN         VARGAS (A.L.)
** MARTINEZ    SAGARBARRIA      VARGAS ALFONSO
* MATBA       SAKALURAN         VELASCO
MATUGAS      SALCEDA           VERGARA
MENDOZA      SALIMBANGON     * VILLA
MOMO         SAO               VILLAFUERTE
NATIVIDAD-NAGAÑO SANCHEZ       VILLANUEVA (E.)
*** NAVA       SANGCOPAN       VILLANUEVA (N.)
NIETO        SANTOS-RECTO      VILLAR
* NOEL        SARMIENTO        VILLARAZA-SUAREZ
NOGRALES (J.J.) SAULOG         VILLARICA
**** NOGRALES (J.F.F.) SAVELLANO VIOLAGO
NOLASCO     SIAO              YAP (E.)
NUÑEZ-MALANYAON SILVERIO       YAP (V.)
OAMINAL      SINGSON           YU
OLIVAREZ     SINGSON-MEEHAN    ZAMORA (R.)
* ONG (J.)    SINSUAT           ZAMORA (W.K.)
* ONG (R.)    SUANSING (E.)    ZARATE
ORTEGA       SUANSING (H.)    ZUBIRI

* Appeared after the Roll Call
** Section 71, Rule XI of the Rules of the House
(Attended committee meetings as authorized by the Committee on Rules/Attended meetings of the CA, HRET, or bicameral conference committees/
On official mission as approved by the Speaker)
*** Officially notified the House, through the Secretariat, of their absence
**** Absent without notice
(Subject to correction/s that may appear in the Annual Journal)
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